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Abstract
As the popularity of golf grew in the 1990’s and real
estate along golf courses brought in high property
values, the building of golf courses in the Southwest
boomed. However, supply of golf courses outgrew
the demand (Downey, 2011). The National Golf
Foundation predictsthat 500-1,000 golf courses
nationwide will close within the next 5 years (Schmidt,
2010). Cities and developers are facing a new
problem: What to do with these defunct golf courses?
These troubled golf courses provide opportunities for
redesigning communities in order to make them more
sustainable and resilient while preserving and enhancing
much needed open space in urban areas.
This project explores the redesign of a struggling
golf course community in order to accommodate a
larger variety of users. The design also rehabilitates the
system of urban washes on site to functional ephemeral
riparian areas that support wildlife habitat and provide
amenities. Much of the disturbed areas covered with
turf will be revegetated to resemble a more desert-like,
native ecosystem. Furthermore, the design incorporates
green infrastructure strategies to reduce and reuse
water within the community and enhance the important
riparian area along Tanque Verde wash. Methods for
investigation included case reviews of existing associated
projects. The design provides a conceptual framework
for which this golf course or similar golf course
repurposing projects may look in reference for viable
ideas.
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Introduction

need
project significance
project description & context
project goals & objectives

“Continuing to invest in golf courses that are not financially
self-sustaining at the cost of other urban recreation is
completely unjustifiable.”
-Meredith Thomas
San Francisco Neighborhood Parks Council

The need for golf course
repurposing
Golf courses nationwide are struggling. The National
Golf Foundation (NGF) predicts that 500 to 1,000 golf
courses nationwide will close within the next five years
(Schmidt, 2010). Already, 157 golf courses have closed
last year (2011) with the total number of rounds played
in the last 10 years dropping 12% nationwide (Bielli,G.
public presentation, September 28, 2012).
The primary issue affecting golf courses is that the number
of courses has surpassed the player demand. Most golf
courses built in recent years have been tied to residential
development and master-planned communities. During
the economic boom of the late 1990’s and early 2000’s,
residential lots on golf courses sold at higher prices than
lots that were not on a golf course. Many developers
didn’t care whether the area actually needed another
golf course. In most cases, the area did not and golf
courses were built anyway with no long term plans to
financially support the golf course (Anderson, 2010).
The popularity of golf is also waning. The number of
golfers decreased 3 % nationally in 2008 and the
number of core golfers (8+ rounds per year) fell 4.5%
(Anderson, 2010). Trends show that fewer juniors are
taking up golf and younger generations have less time
and less money for playing golf.
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Water and maintenance are another issue with golf
courses. As business has dropped and membership and
greens fees are lower than ever, the cost of water, labor
has increased (Pennington, 2012). Many golf courses
have taken to new extremes to cut the cost of operations.
Some courses have had members volunteer to trim
trees and mow lawns while others have tried using less
water and water from course lakes to keep the turf alive
(Pennington, 2012).
In the past 10 years or so, many golf courses have
begun to show signs of financial stress. For 7 years now,
the golf industry has seen more course closures than
openings (Anderson, 2010). The properties feeling the
pinch the most are older courses with fewer amenities
(Allen, 2011). Municipalities and developers are facing
a new challenge of what to do with all of these defunct
golf courses. Residents who have bought property along
golf courses fear what could become of their golf course
with talk of knee high weeds and new development.
Tucson is not exempt from the woes of the golf industry.
With the per capita rate of golf courses in Tucson being
greater than most areas of the country, many local golf
courses have been showing signs of financial stress
and some courses are closing. These golf courses,
many with solid reputations, have filed for bankruptcy,
been repossessed or sold, yet many of them remain in
operation today (Anderson, 2010).
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From 2002 to 2011, rounds of golf played in Tucson
dropped by 1/3. The City of Tucson has paid over $7
million in subsidies to keep golf courses open. In the
fall of 2012, the city announced it will be closing 2 of
the 5 city golf courses with the others still in question
(McNamara, 2012).
Despite the $1.2 million deficit, there is strong opposition
to closing golf courses. Some believe that better
marketing or more amenities can turn the courses
around. However, when you look at structural issues,
aging infrastructure and maintenance costs, it’s not
likely the courses could make a profit, even if the rounds
played were back at their 2002 high. Tucson city
councilwoman Regina Romero suggested that some of
the courses be turned into parks, “Based on water usage,
parks are cheaper to run and benefit more people”
(McNamara, 2012).

Project significance

Forty Niner 17th green

“Based on water usage, parks are cheaper to run and
benefit more people.” - Regina Romero
Tucson City Council

The vast areas of land in urban areas that struggling
golf courses inhabit offer unique opportunities for urban
planning and landscape architecture. Many of the
issues associated with urban sprawl can be addressed
in the redesign of these communities. The conversion
of golf course land for other uses offers opportunities to
reestablish urban wildlife habitat, to implement green
infrastructure strategies that use natural processes to
deal with stormwater issues and use water more wisely
and to provide open space access for recreation and
promote healthier lifestyles. By replacing intensive land
use practices with uses that conserve water and don’t
add chemicals to the soil, we are protecting our soil and
water resources for the future.
Also, increasing the residential density and adding
multiple land uses within the community, the need for
new sprawl on undeveloped land is reduced. With
over 1,000 golf courses having closed in the last 10
years and another 1,000 predicted to close in the next 5
years, cities and planners and landscape architects need
to seize these opportunities (Bielli, 2012). Landscape
architects have the skillset to take a leading role in the
redesign of these vast areas of urban land in order
to create livable communities that promote health,
community, environmental responsibility and ecological
resilience.
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Project description
The Forty-Niner Country Club in Tucson, AZ was
selected as the hypothetical site for the project. It was
chosen due to its history of financial issues and due to
its location along Tanque Verde wash. The area along
Tanque Verde wash is a high priority area for riparian
habitat conservation according to the Sonoran Desert
Conservation Plan. Rehabilitation of the adjacent golf
course land could benefit the area greatly and could
potentially become a priority land acquisition area for
Pima County.
The site is a 550-acre community with approximately
150-acres of golf course land. The golf course was
designed by William Francis Bell, opened in 1961 and
was once home to the Tucson LPGA tour event. Golf
courses built in this time period are known for having
wall-to-wall turfgrass and this course is no exception.
The course comprises about 150-acres of Bermuda grass
which is reseeded with rye grass in the winter months,
using an estimated 750 acre feet of water per year;
enough to provide water for approximately 2,250 homes
annually (AZ Department of Water Resources, 2009).
In 2003, the golf course switched from well water to
reclaimed water easing the issue of depleting the ground
water table. However, the amount of water and turf
being used is unnecessary, even for a golf course and
benefitting few people. By reducing the area of turfgrass
on site dramatically and focusing the water usage on
areas that benefit more people, the site will promote a
more responsible water future.
4

Scope

The scope of this project is to provide a host of ideas
and conceptual framework for future projects having to
do with golf course repurposing in arid environments. To
pursue this type of design for a real project in the future
would require more time and resources than this project
allowed including community involvement, teams of
specialized professionals and in-depth analysis into the
site and existing conditions of the golf course. Based
on research available to the public and the skills and
knowledge acquired by one person during the past year,
this scope of this project and design aims to start the
conversation for future projects.

Forty Niner clubhouse

Project goals & objectives

The goal of this project is to demonstrate the potential for
redesigned golf courses to provide a variety of functions
and amenities that create environmentally responisble,
livable communities.
Specifically, the intention of the design is to meet the
following 3 goals:
1.) Create a dynamic community hot spot in East Tucson
by providing a variety of valued public
amenities:
t Recreation that is accessible to all
t Encourage healthy lifestyles
t Encourage responsible and appropriate infill
development
t Provide opportunities for community interaction
2.) Re-establish and enhance valuable riparian habitat:
t

Extend riparian habitat along Tanque Verde
wash
t Address erosion and exotic plants along tributary
washes

contructed riparian habitat

3.) Conserve resources and build resilience into
the landscape to minimize long term costs and
maintenance
t Treat and manage stormwater on site
t Replace large areas of turf with native drought
tolerant landscaping
5
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Literature Review
open space & park design
master planned community trends
ephemeral urban stream restoration
turf removal & revegetation methods

The repurposing of the Forty Niner golf course requires a
wide range of knowledge about various subjects. The
review of literature examines topics that have to do with
the goals of the project and provides information that will
help guide the design.
This literature review covers four main areas of research.
First, literature regarding park design was looked
at. It was necessary to understand what makes parks
successful, who visits parks and why and what design
features are included various types of parks. Next, the
subject of the future of golf and what alternatives to
golf exist that may be included in the design were
examined. Deciding whether or not to keep golf part of
this community in some form, needed to be researched.
If golf were to be completely eliminated, other amenities
found in popular master planned communities were
reviewed.
The series of ephemeral washes that run through the site
as well as the fact that the golf course borders one of
the main washes in Tucson made it necessary to look
into ephemeral urban stream issues and restoration
techniques. Finally, the process and timeline of how to go
about transforming vast areas of predominantly disturbed
turfgrass back into a mostly native desert ecosystem in
an arid environment was examined by looking at turf
removal and revegetation techniques.

Tanque Verde Wash

Literature Review
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Open space & park design
Why do we need open space?
Public open spaces used to be the heart of most
communities (Hall & Porterfield, 2001). As US cities
grew in the 19th century, people started to experience
illness due to living in increasingly crowded urban
areas. The Park Movement, which started in the 1830’s
called for the creation of green spaces with in the city
for the physical and mental health of citizens. These
parks were commonly referred to as the “lungs of the
city” and provided a way of compensating for the loss
of nature (Girling & Helphand, 1994). When people
started migrating out of the city and into the suburbs, less
attention was given to the creation of parks. The little
open space that was included in these developments
tended to take the form of golf courses. Today, golf
courses represent some of the largest open space areas
in the suburbs and present a great opportunity to provide
local residents with open space in which to recreate. The
preservation of this type of private land as areas where
people can go to enjoy the outdoors, exercise and meet
other community members should be a priority in creating
livable communities (Daniels & Lapping, 2005). Publicprivate partnerships may be a way of accomplishing
this. Also, with the rising epidemic of obesity in U.S.
cities, getting people outside to be more physically
active is important in promoting healthy living. Parks
and open space provide good venues for encouraging
active lifestyles (Cohen, Marsh, Williamson, Derose,
2009; Loukaitou-Sideris & Sideris, 2009; Price, Reed &
Muthukrishnan, 2011).
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Parks are also one of the most effective ways to improve
sense of community and improve quality of life. They
provide places for people to connect and interact.
They bring diverse groups of people together in shared
common spaces creating a sense of community (Francis,
2003). The most successful parks include citizen
involvement in all aspects of park development and
management (Marcus & Francis, 1990; Francis, 2003).
This involvement by the community helps to instill a
sense of ownership and pride in their park and therefore
creates local advocates and caretakers.
Communities with extensive open space reserves have
the potential to reclaim natural systems that once kept
their landscapes healthy. Therefore, natural landscape
structure should be a primary organizing element of
community design (Girling & Helphand, 1994). Strips of
vegetation in combination with greenway trails may be
used to influence ecological processes that also benefit
the community (Bentrup, 2008). Stormwater catchment
and treatment wetlands could be incorporated into
these areas to provide riparian services and enhance
biodiversity corridors. This type of urban open space
may provide some of the only opportunities for corridor
linkages between patches that provide wildlife
movement in urban areas. Urban ecological networks
have the opportunity to respect, conserve and enhance
natural processes while improving biodiversity, aesthetics
and cultural identity (Ignatieva, Stewart, & Meurk, 2011).

Issues

greenway trail

One of the issues with parks and open space today
is that too much emphasis and too many resources
are put into areas used by a limited range of people
during a limited amount of time. These places are
under-utilized most of the time (Hall & Porterfield, 2001;
Loukaitou-Sideris & Sideris, 2009). Golf courses are a
perfect example. If the lack of park use is attributed to
uninspired design and fear of lawsuits, as mentioned
in some literature (Loukaitou-Sideris & Sideris, 2009;
Marcus & Francis, 1990), then new ideas should be
explored. Research into what attracts people to parks
should also be examined as well as how existing parks
can be altered to serve a larger portion of the population.

safe bicycling trails promote healthy living

Literature Review
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What makes a park successful?

10

A study of 30 parks in Southern CA over 2 years in a
variety of ethnic areas found that the parks with the
highest use had organized activities. There was also a
positive correlations between size of park and number of
users with larger parks attracting more users (Cohen, et
al., 2009). Some of the busiest areas within these parks
included gymnasiums, baseball fields and multipurpose
fields. Dog parks, walking paths and areas with water
features were also frequently used. The most underused
areas of these parks were volleyball courts, outdoor
classrooms and handball courts (Cohen, et al., 2009).
Another study of 28 features in 33 parks, also in CA found
that parks with more features got used more. Trails were
the most used feature of most parks. Specifically, paved
trails, unpaved trails and natural areas all attracted more
people than any other features of these parks (Kaczynski,
Potwarka & Saelens, 2008).

than girls and a majority of all children responded that
they preferred organized activities. These researchers
found that the key factors in a park that successfully
attracts children, especially in suburbs are park size,
active recreation facilities and programs, perceptions of
safety, landscape and maintenance, and human comfort.
Different races and genders were found to prefer different
activities. Therefore, knowing the demographics of
the area is important in designing a popular park for
local children. It was determined that parks should be
made more appealing to parents and should offer more
family-oriented activities. Parks should also be located
in neighborhoods where they are accessible and safe for
children to walk or bike to the park so that fewer children
have to rely on parents to drive them. Parks should
also aim to offer more interesting activities for older kids,
especially for girls (Loukaitou-Sideris & Sideris, 2009).

Another study that surveyed hundreds of school
children in Los Angeles found that most kids over the
age of 10 don’t use parks (Loukaitou-Sideris & Sideris,
2009). About half of the younger children surveyed
said they visit parks regularly. The survey also found
that caucasian children, who lived the closest to parks,
used them the least. Hispanic children who lived farther
away from parks used them the most and stayed the
longest. Children who did not use parks stated that they
did not go because either the parks were boring, dirty
and unsafe or they or their parents didn’t have time to
take them. Boys were much more likely to go to parks

The popularity of organized recreation and programmed
activities in parks can also be an indicator of the great
need for after school activities that provide supervision
of youth and community involvement. A trend over the
past few decades has shown that parents of school
age children are working longer hours than the school
day and are often in need of programs that occupy their
children in those hours after school gets out but before
the parent can get home. Programs for children at parks
can be a great opportunity for getting children involved
in social, educational and recreational activities (Zhang
& Byrd, 2006).

organized recreation activities are most popular in many
susburban communities

Literature Review
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General park design
Currently, open space generally takes two forms in
suburbia:
1) Active areas for organized sports (for example- soccer,
softball, tennis, swimming, etc.)
2) Preservation areas (floodplains, wetlands, steep slopes,
drainage channels, etc.) which are generally
unused but may contain trails (Hall & Porterfield,
2001). Ideally, a large park would have both.
Some general aspects of park design should be
examined before starting a large park design project and
should always be designed on a human scale. A park
should have a focal point, a theme, a heart, a reason
for existence. It should bring activities together when
possible because too much space between activities has
a scattering effect. Therefore, it should have an orderly
and natural flow where one use blends into the next.
A park should respond to user needs and everything
should have a purpose. The park should be functional,
aesthetically attractive, and it should provide for ease of
supervision (Hall & Porterfield, 2001). Parks can include
gardens, skateboards parks and natural areas. Use of
diverse vegetation can create diverse atmospheres within
the park. Good park design ensures that natural areas
in parks engage people in the natural world, not exclude
them from it (Francis, 2003).
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General Guidelines for Fulfilling Park Users’ Needs from
People Places (Marcus & Francis, 1990)
to maximize the desired feeling of contact with
nature
maintenance
alongside natural settings
to grow naturally
people wanting to eat, read or study outdoors
yet screened from street noise
locating seating areas
views of open green areas

Mini-parks or pocket parks
Incorporating miniparks or pocket parks throughout the
community may be a valuable amenity. They serve
as nodes for gathering and they add an identity and
sense of place to various areas within the community.
The size of a pocket park is generally the size of 1 to 4
house lots and they usually occur where lots are vacant.
Pocket parks often include plantings, places for both
adults and children, and an identifying logo (mural, sign,
name, etc,). Depending on the size and location, they
sometimes include group gathering areas or smaller
areas for sports such as basketball (Marcus & Francis,
pocket park with ADA access and good visibility 1990).
Design recommendations for Pocket Parks (from Marcus
& Francis, 1990).

types of weather

the entrance
children

and not poisonous

pocket park with seating and defined boundaries
Literature Review
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Greenway trails & linear parks
Efforts to create greenway trails have generally enjoyed
widespread support in recent years (Daniels & Lapping,
2005). Trails also rank amongst the highest amenities
home shoppers are looking for in a community. There is
also evidence that homes close to parks and trails have
higher home values (Bielli, 2012). It is desirable to live
near a greenway because a well- designed greenway
trail system provides access to free recreation and
encourages social interaction (Lusk, 2002).
A study in South Carolina surveyed trail users along a
successful greenway. The researchers wanted to find
out who used the trails most and what exactly they liked
most about the trails. The survey found that it was mostly
caucasian males using the trails for exercise. What they
liked most about the trail was that it was free and that
the distances were marked on the trial. They also noted
liking the convenience of its location and the scenery it
provided (Price, et al., 2011).

developed urban greenway trail

non-paved trail in sensitive riparian area
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Lusk in, 23 Design Guidelines for Greenways analyzed the specifics of how people use greenways. From this
extensive list, the following guidelines can be applied to almost any designed trail system:
corridor for too long of a distance. Keep it
interesting.
destinations along the trail. Ensuring that
there are destinations which serve as arrivals or
rewards is important to the design.
that these areas can be described to someone
and be understood. For example: “I started
running at the area with the drinking fountain,
ran past he artistic bridge and stopped at St.
Phillips Plaza.”
that set them apart from each other.

of preferred destinations are 3 or 4. So,
about every 1/4-1/2 mile there should be a
destination.
slow recreators radiating away from major
destinations at more frequent intervals.
signs or smaller elements such as trash cans,
benches, fountains, etc. This offers a sense of
unity, safety, and standard maintenance.

and interaction.

resources.

transition people from real time to recreation time
and should be lighted, visible and near other
people such as homes or businesses to make
sure they are safe.

multi-use trail borders a wash in Tucson
Literature Review
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Alternative recreation
Seymour Gold wrote in Recreation Planning and Design
(1980) that he believed the future will demand new
activities, institutions and concepts to guide urban
recreation. If the problem with park use really is
uninspired and standardized design, we need to start
thinking out of the box in terms of creating innovative
new parks and recreation areas that draw more people
outside (Gold, 1980).
There is currently a strong movement to bring adventure
recreation into urban areas, which could potentially add
new interest to parks and open space. For example, the
city of Denver has built a whitewater kayaking park in
the downtown area where whitewater never existed
before. Traditionally physical education (P.E.) in schools
has focused on equipping children with athletic skills
for sports. There is a new movement called New P. E.
which focuses more on teaching children about individual
health and fitness and incorporates things like rope
courses and rock climbing. Some unusual, yet successful
activities that have been incorporated into large parks
in recent years include things like bouldering, skateparks,
BMX parks, climbing walls, urban mountain biking trails
and disc golf (Moorman, Schlatter & Hurd, 2007).

bouldering park

BMX park
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Yoga

Dog parks

Roughly 16.5 million people in the U.S. were practicing
yoga in 2010 according to a study done by Yoga Journal.
That number is up 43% since 2002. Yoga, the practice
of postures, breathing and meditation is gaining in
popularity and attracting entrepreneurs looking to benefit
from it.

Dog parks are one of the fastest growing amenities in the
U.S. today. Dog parks provide a unique opportunity for
community interaction and often foster a strong sense of
community ownership (Matisoff,& Noonan, 2012). Often
times, dog parks are created and cared for by nonprofits or neighborhood associations but most are public
and rely on the users for clean-up and maintenance.

Americans spend almost $3 billion a year on yoga
classes, equipment, clothing, etc. according to the Yoga
Journal study. The trend appears to be associated with
baby boomers looking for less aggressive ways to stay
in shape. Therefore the majority of Americans who
practice yoga are often adults who are well educated
and have a higher than average household income
(Cohen, 2011).

outdoor yoga

dog park

Literature Review
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Examining golf alternatives
Golf: To be or not to be?
The idea of replacing defunct golf courses is not widely
supported or accepted. With the number of golf rounds
played annually in the U.S. down 12% between 2001
and 2011 and the number of course closing reaching
over 150 every year (Bielli, 2012), there are still a large
number of people trying very hard to save golf courses.
With the recent decline in the popularity of golf, golf
advocates are trying to appeal to a broader audience.
The question that persists is: Can golf change so that it is
more appealing and more accessible to more people?
If so, can alternative golf course design address the
financial stress of the traditional golf course while still
offering some golfing opportunities to golfers in the
community? Should golf still be included in a larger park
design?
If golf is to change and be incorporated into a larger
park design, the issues must be examined and solutions
must be provided. One of the issues is that most regular
golfers are older men (Hill, 2010). If golf is to thrive, it
must attract more diversity in age and gender. Another
issue is that private clubs have lost 15% of their members
between the early 1990’s and 2010, which equates to
about a 1/3 loss in revenue for private golf clubs. Golf
rounds at luxury golf clubs can reach over $100 a round
which many people can’t afford. Golf needs to be
made more affordable if it is to draw in more players,
yet still pay the bills. Traditional 18-hole regulation
18

courses take 4 hours or more to play. In this day and age,
many people don’t have that much time to play golf. If
it took less time to play a round of golf, more people
might play. Golf courses also take up a lot of land and
require a lot of resources and maintenance. Maybe
golf courses can use less space, incorporate other uses
such as trails or agriculture or have a more natural terrain
(Hill, 2010). Also, golf courses with clubhouses have
become somewhat intimidating to the non-golfer. Nongolfers wonder if they have to be a member to eat at
the restaurant. If they were to go, the place might be
full of golfers who all know each other which is not a
welcoming environment to a non-golfer (Hill, 2012).
This can be a problem with attracting more business to
clubhouses. Perhaps if the clubhouse was marketed to
non-members and non-golfers who live in the community
and held events that welcomed non-golfers, the
clubhouse would have more business and become more
like a neighborhood restaurant or a local pub.

defunct golf course

Shorter courses
Short courses generally play faster and cost less money
to play than regulation courses. They are good for
beginners and juniors. They take less time to play for
golfers with limited time and are good for golfers who
want to work on their short game. Many short courses
offer free rounds to children and teens. Some more
common types of short courses include:

Pitch & putt golf courses were invented to practice the

Golf practice centers are another way in which the
game of golf could still be incorporated into a larger
community park design. Practice centers often include a
driving range, chipping and pitching areas, and putting
greens. Short courses are often combined with practice
centers and can be lighted and open at night to attract
more business.

short game. The courses are usually either 9 or 18 holes
with each hole being less than 100 yards. They often
include lots of bunkers and sand traps for practicing pitch
shots and traditionally, only 3 clubs are used on pitch and
putt courses including a putter. Nine holes can usually
be played in about an hour.
Par 3 golf courses are very similar to pitch & putt courses
however the course is a little longer. Each hole is
anywhere from 100-250 yards and ideally should only
take 3 strokes to finish.

Executive golf courses are a little longer as they have

pitch & putt course

some par 4 holes but they are still much shorter than a
regulation course. Par for the course is usually 55-65
where as a regulation course is 66-73.
6-hole, 10-hole and 12-hole regulation size courses also
exist but are much less common.

Literature Review
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Pasture golf
Pasture golf courses date back to the early days when
golf courses were pastures. Pasture golf is played on
natural terrain, often using sheep or other ruminants to
graze the fairways. Pasture golfers enjoy the challenges
of golf with the native topography, vegetation and
climate.

Flexible golf courses

pasture golf course

An innovative new idea for golf courses takes a short
course and adds flexibility in how it is played. A new
course called Origins in Panama City, FL is getting a lot
of attention for this idea. It is a 6-hole regulation course
that can be played as a 9-hole executive course or a
10-hole par 3 course, depending on where you tee off.
The course accomplishes this by adding supplemental
greens and tees to the base of 6 regulation holes (Origins
Golf Club, 2013).

Origins- an example of a flexible golf course

20

Disc golf courses

desert disc golf

Unlike traditional golf, disc golf is a sport that is certainly
growing in popularity. The number of disk golf courses
has more than doubled between 2000 and 2008
(Wikipedia Disc golf, 2012 ). Disc golf is played much
like traditional golf but uses flying disks instead of clubs
and balls. The holes are elevated metal baskets called
poleholes. Trees, shrubs and terrain changes create
challenging obstacles for disc golfers. Some key
differences between disc golf and traditional golf is that
disc golf is usually free, there are no carts in disk golf
so walking is encouraged and it can be played on just
about any terrain including native vegetation. A 9-hole
disc golf course generally takes about 5 to 6 acres of
land, much less than traditional golf (Professional Disc
Golf Association, 2013).

Literature Review
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Open space & park design conclusions
Parks

Pocket parks
etc.

accessible to children

recreation for girls who use parks the least
attractive to parents

area to others

22

seating areas

and not poisonous

Trails

Golf
activities

If golf is to grow in popularity and be incorporated into
a larger park design, it should:

the trail at least every 1/4 mi to 1/2 mile
a name or way to refer to them

restaurant and fitness facilities

unified trash cans, signs, benches, etc.
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Trends in master planned communities
For decades, it was highly desirable to live in a suburban for people to enjoy nature (http://www.tehaleh.com/
Go).
master planned golf community. That is changing now.
Examining new trends in master planned communities
reveals the types of amenities people are looking
Other sustainable living communities similar to Tehaleh
for when buying homes. This information reveals
that are attracting attention have an emphasis on
helpful ways to transform a tired golf community while
agricultural as well as open space and trails. Farm-tomaintaining high property values and a high quality of life Table Living communities integrate a community farm
with popular amenities for its residents.
operation with a focus on bringing back locally grown
food to markets and restaurants in the community. A
community in Virginia touts itself as a “preservation
As seen in figures 1 and 2, home shoppers in 2011
development” by preserving farmland and open space
ranked open space much higher on the list of amenities
while adding development (http://www.bundoranfarm.
they were looking for than golf. This indicates that if the
com/). The farm-to-table food trend has sparked a
golf course were to shift to open space, the value of
renaissance in the value of local food. Incorporating
homes in the community may actually increase. Trails
aspects of the local food movement into the redesign
were also listed high on the list of desirable amenities
which implicates that having a series of trails should be a of the golf course may add value and be a desirable
community amenity (Beilli, 2012).
priority in the redesign of the community.
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Sustainable living communities are also picking up in
popularity. Two trends in sustainable living communities
that are emerging are wilderness-based communities
and agricultural-based communities. The desire to live
near trails and open space has spawned communities
such as Tehaleh in Bonney Lake, WA. Tehaleh offers
a chance to “live deep in the forest,” amongst the
wetlands, ponds, alpine meadows and trails, just minutes
from Mount Ranier, a community where “backpacking
meets birding.” The popularity of these communities
indicates a market for communities that prioritize the
protection of natural systems and which provide access

Tehhaleh

Figure 1 - Amenities Home Shoppers Want: Young Single and Couples, 2011.
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Figure 2- Amenities Home Shoppers Want: Empty Nesters, 2011.
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Master planned community design conclusions
Trends in homebuyer preferences show people prefer to
live in communities that:

systems
agriculture
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Ephemeral urban stream restoration

Importance of riparian areas

Riparian areas make up less than 2% of the total land
area in the arid Southwest yet these areas support
70-90% of all reptile, amphibian, mammal, and bird
species. The greater water availability in these areas
helps promote greater vegetative and wildlife diversity.
Over 90% of the riparian areas in the Southwest have
been lost or are suffering due to impacts from settlement
and urbanization (Baker, Ffolliott, DeBano & Neary,
2002).
It has only recently been discovered how important these
areas are and what they have to offer. Some functions
to the ecosystem that healthy riparian ecosystems
provide include: supporting animal habitat, filtrating and
retaining sediments from runoff, reducing contamination,
stabilizing and building stream banks, storing water and
recharging subsurface aquifers, and reducing floodwater
runoff and impact (Schultz, Isenhart, Simpkins, & Colletti
2004.; Mitsch & Gosselink 2007; Rheinhardt, Brinson,
Christian, Miller & Meyer 2007; Briggs 1996). The
capacity of the ecosystem to carry out these services
depends on its condition.
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Dryland riparian ecosystems differ from streams found
in wetter areas of the world and some riparian studies
conducted in wetter climates may not apply to dryland
streams. Dryland streams are often ephemeral and
only flow when there is adequate precipitation as
opposed to perennial streams, which always have

some water present in the channel. Dryland streams
have more abrupt and drastic transitions between the
riparian zone and the adjacent arid upland areas (Briggs,
1996). Dryland environments also generally have
ample sediment supplies and less stable channel banks
leading to higher suspended loads of sediment during
flash floods and subsequently greater erosion potential
(Chin and Gregory, 2002). Many dryland areas also
experience extreme variability in precipitation by season
and volume. Extreme events, although only making up
5% of the total events, can transport 65% of the total
sediment in ephemeral streams. Extreme events are more
effective at altering geomorphology and the adjustment
and recovery times are longer in arid environments (Chin
& Gregory, 2002).

riparian zone in an arid region

Issues facing urban ephemeral streams
In Arizona, riparian ecosystems and wetlands that have
perennial water make up less than 1% of the total land
area (Briggs, 1996). According to the Pima County
Sonoran Desert Conservation Plan, urbanization in
the Tucson basin has led to the elimination of historic
cienegas (desert wetlands), riverine marshes and
perennial flows in the Santa Cruz Valley. Tucson and
Pima County has lost almost all of its aquatic and
semiaquatic habitat in the past 100 years (Army Corps
& Pima County, 1999). This extensive loss of habitat
has led the federal government to recognize 18 species
as threatened or endangered and as of 1999 over 80
more species were identified as species of concern. All
were identified as needing aquatic habitat for future
conservation (Army Corps & Pima County, 1999).
Restoration of disturbed habitat has become a tool
for attempting to reverse this trend. According to the
Society for Ecological Restoration, the definition of
restoration is, “to intentionally alter a site to emulate the
structure, function, diversity and dynamics of a defined,
indigenous, historical ecosystem” (Riley, 1998). This
is often unattainable with many dryland streams due
to the extreme alterations of urbanization and lack of
perennial water. Therefore the term restoration is often
misused. A more fitting definition for restoration, often
called reclamation or rehabilitation, presented by Riley
in Restoring Stream in Cities and used for the purposes of

this paper is:
“the process of intentionally compensating for damage
caused by humans to the biodiversity and dynamics of
indigenous ecosystems by working with and sustaining
natural regenerative processes in ways which lead to the
re-establishment of sustainable and healthy relationships
between nature and culture” (Riley, 1998).
Although habitat value may be less in some degraded
and restored riparian areas than it is in healthy riparian
ecosystems, it is important to keep in mind that these
areas may still provide critical habitat for many birds and
animals. A key value of restoring streams is their value
in providing links to less disturbed areas (Bainbridge,
2007). Any improvements in water quality, stream flow,
and quality of native vegetation while reducing any
further degradation to the system still hold value.

old cars used for bank protection
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Impervious surfaces

Velocity

The biggest issue facing urban streams due to
urbanization is the increase in compacted soil and
impervious surfaces within the watershed. These areas
can cover up to 50% of the once permeable areas in
a residential development (Bainbridge, 2007). This
causes increased run-off in stormwater events which
has been found to increase flood peaks up to 6 times
historic flood peaks in urban drainages. In a study of
drainages that have changed due to urbanization, 10
year flood levels were found to happen every 2-3 years
and 100 year floods were happening every 10-20 years
(Bainbridge, 2007). This increase in volume overwhelms
and alters urban streams that were not meant to deal
with that much water.

Flash floods happen when ephemeral streams fill
with water in storm events. When the urban run-off
contributes water in excess of what the stream historically
handled, the volume, velocity and power of the water to
cause erosion becomes much greater. These changes
often lead to channel incision or gullying, loss of
channel migration, channel instability, and loss of water
absorption. According to Bainbridge, infiltration and
surface absorption may decline 30-90% in degraded
dryland stream systems (2007). When a channel
becomes incised, it means that the streambed has been
eroded to a depth at which the water doesn’t reach its
floodplain (Zeedyk & Clothier, 2009). When the water
doesn’t reach its floodplain , even in a large flood event,
the water table drops and the capillary zone along the
bank that normally stores moisture and sustains riparian
plant growth, dries out. These disconnected floodplains
become dry terraces and eventually wetland plant
species shift to upland species (Bainbridge, 2007).

incision due to increased volume and velocity
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Deliberate stream channelization and culverting
designed to solve these issues only increase the issue
downstream. Straightening and narrowing or paving
stream channels or banks increases velocities and inhibits
infiltration. Removal or loss of vegetation, meanders and
roughness makes the path downstream more efficient,
more powerful and therefore more destructive (Zeedyk &
Clothier, 2009).

Contaminants

contaminants in urban run-off

and trash (Bainbridge, 2007). Pollutant concentrations
increase, not only due to incoming contaminants but also
due to the decreased pollutant removal potential by the
disconnected riparian zone and streambed (Violin, et
al., 2011). A 9 year long study, monitoring the chemicals
in stormwater run-off that were being discharged into
a small urban stream, showed that contaminant levels
exceeded permissible limits in all discharge points
(KarlaviÄienÄ, 2009). These contaminants can shift
water composition and therefore have significant impact
on the biological processes in the riparian ecosystem
and human health. This indicates a need for immediate
on-site treatment of urban stormwater run-off in densely
urban populated areas (KarlaviÄienÄ, 2009).

Urban run-off from impervious surfaces generally
contains elevated nutrient and contaminant
concentrations. Hydrologic connections to adjacent
roads, storm drains and leaky sanitary sewers effectively
route contaminants into urban channels (Violin, Cada,
Sudduth, Hassett, Bernhardt, & Penrose 2011). Often,
the first flush contains water that is warmer, flowing from
a parking lot or other similar urban heat sink. It may
contain oil, gas or anti-freeze if coming from roads or
parking lots. It often contains bacteria and viruses from
the waste of people and pets. Depending on the area
being drained, it may also contain dissolved solids,
paint, herbicides, pesticides, drugs, hormones, fertilizers
dirty urban stormwater heading to the Rillito River, Tucson
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Strategies for improvement
A whole watershed perspective

part influences the others. Many restoration projects
have focused on a given reach of the stream with little
Effective restoration of urban ephemeral streams may
consideration for drainage wide processes and their
incorporate strategies at many levels and depending
setting within the broader scale (Stromburg, et al.,
on the stream can get quite complicated. Other
2009). Many studies have suggested that successful
projects may only require passive techniques such as
restoration depends on understanding the reasons for
the removal of cattle or recreation or the addition of
decline throughout the watershed. Projects that focus
water to encourage natural recovery of the ecosystem
solely on one reach of stream or only one aspect of
(Bainbridge, 2007). Riparian areas that are resilient and restoration such as revegetation often do not succeed in
minimally degraded systems may heal on their own. In
attaining their goals (Bainbridge, 2007; Briggs, 1997;
more degraded systems, various degrees of intervention Stromburg, et al., 2009; Violin, et al., 2010). Another
may help the drainage on its way to a natural recovery
study looking at bioengineered bank stabilization, a
(Briggs, 1996). Some general approaches to arid stream popular restoration strategy, found that bank stabilization
restoration will be discussed in the following section,
alone is not enough to counteract the effects of
however for many restoration projects, a more detailed
urbanization. More attention must be paid to the causes
assessment and design for the stream including analytical of decline throughout the watershed (Sudduth & Meyer,
calculations, channel geometry and a precise series of
2006; Chin & Gregory, 2010).
steps are needed.

Riparian ecosystems are highly interconnected networks.
Stresses and alterations that disturb one part of the
network affect other parts of the network, especially
downstream (Rheinhardt, Brinson, Christian, Miller &
Meyer, 2007). For restoration efforts to be effective, a
broad watershed perspective must be adopted (Briggs,
1997; Richardson, Flanagan, Ho & Pahl, 2011; Violin, et
al., 2010). A watershed perspective implies examining
the uplands, the upstream reaches, the downstream
reaches as well as the associated tributaries. All of
these areas are connected hydrologically and each
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When beginning a restoration project, it is important to
understand the severity of the problems and the causes
of disturbance (Bainbridge, 2007). Often, it is best to
take a top-down approach and address issues at the
top of the watershed first before moving downstream.
Restoration efforts should also be based on a sound
understanding of the conditions of the stream such as
water availability, channel dynamics and soil conditions
(Briggs, 1996). The inability to address all of the factors
involved could lead to project failure.

Past lessons learned
Restoration projects are rarely evaluated to see what
goals and objects were achieved. This is especially true
of dryland washes. More research could be conducted
in the future to determine successes and failures in
this area (Purcell, Friedrich & Resh, 2002). However,
research has revealed some lessons that can be
learned that pertain to urban dryland streams. Channel
straightening and culverts are among the greatest
problems in urban streams. Imposing straight channels
or any unnatural alignment on a stream, no matter how
tough the protection, will eventually be undercut and
destroyed by the power of the water (Riley, 1998).
Lining channels whether it be with riprap, concrete,
gabions, boulders, etc. not only has severe impacts on
biologic functions but also prevents cycles of erosion and
deposition,and floodplain creation. It also increases
water velocity and increases the problem of incision and
erosion downstream (Sudduth & Meyer 2006; Zeedyk &
Clothier, 2009).
Culverts and the issue of their chronic poor installation
cause some of the most widespread issues in urban
streams (Riley, 1998). In many cases culverts act as
funnels to condense and concentrate floodwaters. Often
times, culverts drain impervious surfaces directly into
streams with no protection and no strategy to slow the
velocity of the water. The concentrated high volume and
velocity of water often result in headward erosion and
steeper slopes downstream (Riley, 1998). Some studies
have also demonstrated that culverts are ineffective at

moving sediment downstream in alluvial systems that rely
on sediment transport for stability also contributing to the
issue of incision (Chin & Gregory, 2010).
Time and observation have proven many other popular
instream restoration structures inadequate at filling their
intended purpose. Check dams have been found to be
structurally unreliable. The weight of the stored water
(potential energy) eventually causes leaking and failure of
the structure. This often initiates a head cut and creates
a gully. Gabion baskets are also problematic. They are
often found broken in streambeds after floods due to
boulders and debris breaking the thin galvanized basket
wire. This wire also rusts over time and eventually breaks
leaving rusted metal debris in the streambed. Finally,
gully plugs and sediment traps prevent sediment from
moving downstream. This prevents the crucial formation
of floodplains, prevents streamflow downstream, often
creates mosquito and bullfrog habitat and tend to fail
catastrophically when they fill with sediment (Zeedyk
& Clothier, 2009). Working with natural processes
and using natural materials is recommended for stream
restoration projects (Briggs, 1996).

busted gabion baskets
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Assessment
A thorough assessment of the stream reach is also
essential for the success of a stream restoration project.
Learning the history of the stream and how and why it
has changed will help determine restoration strategies.
Looking at historic photos and surveys of the stream reach
if available and comparing them to current conditions
as well as comparing them to healthy reaches of nearby
streams will also help determine restoration patterns
(Riley, 1998; Bainbridge, 2007). In most projects, similar
healthy reaches of stream that are believed to be stable,
also called reference reaches, are selected to help guide
decisions about restoration. Reference reaches often
help determine the bankful discharge level of the stream.
The bankful level is an important benchmark for making
restoration design decisions. Bankful discharge is the
elevation on the bank at which flooding begins. In many
streams, the bankful stage is the flow that fills the channel
to the top of its banks and is the point at which the
water begins to overflow onto a floodplain (Neizgoda &
Johnson 2005; Zeedyk & Clothier, 2009).

It is good to look at climate, land uses, vegetation
characteristics, channel pattern, channel shape, gradient,
annual discharge and frequency and timing of floods
(Briggs, 1997). Last, it’s important to know if your
stream is at the beginning, middle or end of the cycle
of adjustments to urbanization. Older areas are more
stable as fewer new impervious surfaces are likely to alter
the flow regime. If possible, look into strategies to reduce
flow or flooding and determine if it would be possible
to reestablish flooding and floodplains without harming
other land uses (Bainbridge, 2007; Riley, 1998).

When evaluating stream restoration projects, one
should always determine the status of the system. Is the
disturbance local? Where does it start? Is it a problem
throughout the entire watershed? How have the flows
changed and why? Can it be restored? Can the
disturbance be eliminated? Will recovery occur naturally
if the disturbances are removed (Bainbridge, 2007)?
reference reach upstream of site
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Healthy channel design
The method for stream assessment and restoration
design being used widely in the arid Southwest today
is Natural Channel Design initiated by Luna Leopold
and developed by Dave Rosgen. This method uses
channel form to provide a stable stream channel,
adequate stormwater conveyance and improved stream
habitat (Neizgoda & Johnson, 2005). The basic idea
is if the hydrologic functions are restored, biodiversity
and riparian wetland function will also be restored
(Richardson, Flanagan, Ho and Pahl 2011; Violin, et al.
2010). The goal is to reestablish equilibrium within the
stream. Equilibrium can be defined as when the channel
characteristics in relation to discharge and stream
profile are compatible with natural conditions (Byars &
Kelly, 2002) or “a graded stream in which the slope
is delicately adjusted to provide the velocity needed
to transport the sediment load” (Riley, 1998). Healthy
streams degrade and aggrade. They change their
shape, size and meanders to adjust to changes in the
watershed. A channel in equilibrium is also better able to
sustain riparian habitat (Byars & Kelly, 2002).
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The importance of flooding

Roughness & energy dissipation

Flooding is the key process by which the stream
balances itself out, redistributing sediment and
reshaping its banks. Floods create a shifting mosaic
of patches. Different geomorphic surfaces and
hydrologic conditions support different types and
ages of vegetation (Stromburg, et al., 2007). The
extent and diversity of riparian vegetation is also
determined by flooding. Over half of the species
found in western riparian corridors are annuals that
rely on floods to stimulate germination and growth
(Patten, 1998; Stromburg, et al., 2007).

How fast a stream flows depends on the obstacles in
its path. As stated previously, increased flood velocity
due to urbanization causes detrimental erosion and
imbalance in stream systems. Therefore, one of the
main goals should be to create roughness or friction
within the system to dissipate energy and slow down the
water. Branches, large rocks, vegetation and variations
in channel shape create friction. Step pools, riffles and
meanders also slow down the velocity of floodwaters
(Zeedyk & Clothier, 2009, Bainbridge, 2007).

In many ephemeral washes in the Southwest, flood
run-off and precipitation are the main sources of soil
water (Stromburg, et al., 2009). Flooding happens
in the 2 main rainy seasons, each affecting the stream
differently. Summer monsoon floods (July-September)
have high peaks and short durations. These floods
have the tendency to transport and deposit sediment.
They also submerge large areas of floodplain for
short periods of time. In winter (December-February),
storms have longer durations and have a tendency to
erode extensive floodplains. Winter floods also tend
to elevate streamflow and groundwater in alluvium
soils for several months post flood (Stromburg, et al,
2007).
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A general sequence of riffle, run, pool and glide (also
known as a vertical meander) that happens in many
healthy streams often serves as a model for dissipating
energy and controlling velocity as seen in Figure 3. This
sequence progresses along the longitudinal profile of the
stream (Zeedyk & Clothier, 2009).

Riffle is where the water surface is flowing quickly.

It
is where the stream is the shallowest and the end of the
riffle is the RUN

Run is where the streambed drops off steeply into a
pool. Water speeds up as it plunges into the pool below
and maintains the pool as a scour hole during floods. The
run is the steepest facet of a stream bed.

Pool is the deepest part of the sequence.

Velocity is
slowed down quite a bit when the water reaches the
pool.

Glide begins where the pool ends, where the bed
starts to become shallow and there is an upwelling of
flow. A glide is where it is necessary to walk uphill to
get downstream. The bed has an adverse slope. The
glide ends at the top of the next riffle. In ephemeral sand
bed streams, pools often fill with sand after events but
still scour and function during floods (Zeedyk & Clothier,
2009).

Figure 3. Groundwater flow through a meander apex. Adapted from Let the Water Do the Work: Induced Meandering, an evolving
Method for Restoring Incised Channels (pg. 22), by Bill Zeedyk and Van Clothier, 2009, Santa Fe, NM, The Quivira Coalition. Copyright
2009, The Quivera Coalition. Adapted with permission.
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Induced meandering & sediment transport
The flow of a stream is not just water. It also includes
minerals, soluble dust, contaminants, silt, clay, and
occasionally sand, gravel, cobble and boulders.
Transporting sediment is another way in which energy is
dissipated since it takes energy to dislodge and carry
particles (Zeedyk & Clothier, 2009).
Meanders or bends in the stream, serve as places where
the balance of erosion and deposition take place. The
downstream 1/3 of a meander experiences the most
stress from floodwaters and some erosion naturally
occurs. As the water carries the sediment to the next
bend, it gets deposited on the inside of that bend,
maintaining the channel width and balance of the system
(Zeedyk & Clothier, 2009).
Meanders have other benefits. They have a longer
length, a greater surface area and a reduced slope
compared to straighter reaches, therefore slowing the
velocity of the water as it passes through the meander.
Also, because water is moving slower through meanders,
the water has an opportunity to soak in and saturate the
banks (Zeedyk & Clothier, 2009).

Figure 4. Picket baffle. Adapted from Let the Water Do the Work:
Induced Meandering, an evolving Method for Restoring Incised
Channels (pg. 85), by Bill Zeedyk and Van Clothier, 2009, Santa Fe,
NM, The Quivira Coalition. Copyright 2009, The Quivera Coalition.
Adapted with permission.

To encourage meandering or alter the lateral erosion of
streambanks, instream structures known as deflectors may
be used. These structures protect banks and promote
sediment deposition on point bars and floodplains as
well as initiate erosion of the opposite bank.
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Baffles

Vanes

t

t

Concentrate flow and increase stream velocity along
the opposite bank while decreasing velocity along
adjacent banks.
t They cause pointbar formation. With vegetation
establishment on the pointbars, they become very
resistant to erosion.
t Sizing is important. The structures must have the
correct surface profile and height so that water flows
over it in bankful floods (Zeedyk & Clothier 2009).

t
t

t
t

Divert high velocity flow away from cutbank or it can
direct flow into the opposite bank to initiate erosion
and cause channel widening
Angle of incidence should be 20 degrees or less
Angle of descent from bankful elevation to the tip
of the vane at the bed of the channel should be
between 2-7 degrees.
Must be structurally able to handle the sheer stress
Usually made of posts, boulders or logs.

Figure 5. Channel response to post vane installation. Adapted from Let the Water Do the Work: Induced Meandering, an evolving Method
for Restoring Incised Channels (pg. 92), by Bill Zeedyk and Van Clothier, 2009, Santa Fe, NM, The Quivira Coalition. Copyright 2009, The
Quivera Coalition. Adapted with permission.
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Floodplains
A floodplain is a depositional feature formed by the
watercourse by the present climate and by its associated
flood regime (Zeedyk & Clothier, 2009). They are
critical for energy dissipation during large floods. It
is important to realize that floodplains are often small
strips of land adjacent to the river banks and are not
enormous fields of land. When a stream floods, it sorts
particles by size and deposits them in layers with the
largest particles on the bottom of the floodplain. This
process cannot be duplicated by people or machines in
a restoration project. Ultimately, these areas become
saturated during floods and deeply irrigate the floodplain
after floods. Floodplains detain large volumes of water
in the stored alluvium and the inflow exceeds the outflow
serving as a temporary riparian wetland in ephemeral
washes. Outflow is slowly released after the flood
subsides, extending water availability for a longer period
downstream (Riley, 1998; Zeedyk & Clothier, 2009).
Without the moderating effect of a floodplain, as the
flood stage rises, velocity and sheer stress increase and
the rate of bank erosion increases.
One of the many issues facing urban stream restoration
is the minimal space left for creating meanders and
floodplains in streams after urban development has
encroached. Multiple private land ownerships make
obtaining land for projects difficult. These issues often
lead to disconnected reaches being restored and higher
costs for restoration projects (Violin, et al., 2010).
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floodplain

older river channel and floodplain sediments

example of a gully

Headcutting or gullying
One of the most common erosional issues due to
urbanization in washes is head cutting or gullying. Head
cutting is a symptom of a stream that is out of balance
or equilibrium. Head cuts form where there is a sudden
drop in elevation of the channel bed. Water accelerates
as it drops off the ledge generating turbulence and
scouring material from the bed while undercutting the
drop off. As this deeper incised channel cuts its way
upstream, the water gets that much deeper than its banks,
exposing roots, drying out vegetation and confining
the channel (Zeedyk & Clothier, 2009). Almost any
kind of hard object or ledge in a stream channel can
cause head cutting. Roads and culverts are amongst
the most common obstructions causing gullies in urban
streams. A 12-year study in Fountain Hills, AZ showed
that fragmentation of channel systems by road crossings
caused scour downstream of each road crossing.
Channels downstream of road crossing were deeper
and narrower than the upstream reach in cross section
comparisons (Chin & Gregory, 2010).
Solutions to head cutting include grade control strategies
and restoring watershed equilibrium. The process takes
time and weather cycles before these strategies serve
their function. Eventually floodplains will form and the
stream should fix itself. There are several in-stream
structures that can be built to deal with grade control.
These structures, also called vertical control structures,
need to be designed and built properly so that the stream
does not take them out in a flood before they provide

the desired effect (Zeedyk & Clothier, 2009). It is not
recommended to raise the bed more than 1 ft. in elevation
per treatment with any of the following structures due to
increases in velocity. It is much more effective to have
several shorter structures to control grade change.

One rock dam

(see figure 6)

t

Best suited for streams less than 15’ in width.

t

One rock deep but several rows wide.

t

Rock should be fairly uniform and create a relatively
smooth surface from the upstream edge to the
downstream edge. Smaller rocks can be used to
chink the gaps. The first flood that comes through
should fill gaps with sediment and debris.

t

Downstream edge should be flush with bed so as
not to increase velocity and cause scour.

Figure 6. One rock dam diagram. Adapted from Let the Water Do
the Work: Induced Meandering, an evolving Method for Restoring
Incised Channels (pg. 92), by Bill Zeedyk and Van Clothier, 2009,
Santa Fe, NM, The Quivira Coalition. Copyright 2009, The Quivera
Coalition. Adapted with permission.
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Cross vane (figure 7 )
-Decreases near bank sheer stress and focuses stream
power toward the center of the channel.
-Maintains a permanent scour pool below the structure.
-Establishes grade control, reduces bank erosion and
creates a stable width/depth ratio.
-Maintains capacity and sediment transport.
-Usually are built with boulders.

example of a cross vane

Figure 7. Cross vane diagram. Adapted from Let the Water Do the Work: Induced Meandering, an evolving Method
for Restoring Incised Channels (pg. 105), by Bill Zeedyk and Van Clothier, 2009, Santa Fe, NM, The Quivira Coalition.
Copyright 2009, The Quivera Coalition. Adapted with permission.
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Zuni bowl
t

Used on Zuni pueblos as head cut control structures

t

Contains a series of small, natural steps and pools
keeping velocity down (figure 8)

3 features:
1. Hardened pour over
2. Rock-lined catchment basin
3. Rock-lined backsplash with a max height of 1 1/2 ft.
per step so as not to create too much velocity over the
drop.

example of a zuni bowl during a storm event

Figure 8. Zuni bowl diagram. Adapted from Let the Water Do the Work: Induced Meandering, an evolving Method for Restoring
Incised Channels (pg. 107), by Bill Zeedyk and Van Clothier, 2009, Santa Fe, NM, The Quivira Coalition. Copyright 2009, The
Quivera Coalition. Adapted with permission.
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Riparian zone vegetation
The stream processes described previously are also
important in the establishment of riparian plants. Healthy
riparian zones encourage the natural succession of
habitat structure while transporting water and sediment
smoothly, and replenishing water in the alluvial
floodplains (Sudduth & Meyer, 2006; Zeedyk & Clothier,
2009). Riparian vegetation stabilizes sediments that
compose streambanks and floodplains, thus preventing
excessive erosion. Vegetation also traps and filters
sediment, nutrients and pollutants carried in floods, which
improves water quality. Dense riparian vegetation in
the floodplain reduces downstream flooding by causing
the stream to spread, slowing its velocity and increasing
water recharge (Patten, 1998). In dry climates, the
natural regeneration of riparian species is dependent on
overbank flooding during flash floods. The persistence
of this vegetation is dependent on the appropriate
groundwater level and the associated capillary fringe
being saturated (Dreesen & Fenchel, 2010).

& Fenchel, 2010; Stromburg et al, 2009). Riparian
zones usually consist of an overstory and an understory.
Common overstory plants in the semiarid west include
cottonwood and salix. Common understory plants
include: screwbean mesquite (Prosopis pubescens),
desert false indigo (Amorpha fruticosa), wolfberry
(Lyceum sp.), and coyote willow (Salix exigua) (Dreesen
& Fenchel, 2010). The creation and expansion of riparian
zone vegetation is one of the major elements in urban
stream restoration that consistently results in improved
biological condition. Greater diversity of plants and
roots along the bank also enhances microinvertebrate
communities (Purcell, et al., 2002; Sudduth & Meyer,
2006).

The size of riparian zones and the depth to groundwater
or water shelf depends on the geomorphic features of
the streambed (Patten, 1998). As a rule of thumb, the
riparian zone on each side of an alluvial channel should
be at least as wide as the bankful width of the channel
(Zeedyk & Clothier, 2009).
Traditionally, riparian zones are made of phreatophytes or
plants whose roots are in the water table or its capillary
fringe during all or most of the growing season (Dreesen
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riparian zone vegetation along Tanque Verde Wash

Ephemeral urban stream restoration design conclusions
many threatened and endangered species in
Tucson
degradation through erosion and contamination

-Restoring flooding
-Encouraging meanders and sediment
transport
-Encourage building of floodplains

channel and floodplain causes loss of riparian
habitat
flood velocities causing degradation
that should be treated on site to avoid
contamination downstream
perspective and should be addressed from the
top down

-Avoid drops in elevation and obstacles
in streambed
-Create pools, steps and a vertical
meander sequence to remedy
grade changes and slow water
down
biological health and usually consists of an
overstory and understory
and its access to floodplains

traps often only provide a short term solution that
leave further problems in the long term
goals for a stream restoration project
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Turf removal & revegetation
Turf removal
Golf courses in arid climates are known for having
beautiful green grass year round. To achieve this, most
courses use both warm and cold season turf varieties,
fertilizers and plenty of water, sometimes reclaimed
water. All of these elements need to be addressed when
shifting a golf course back to a natural desert ecosystem.
Cold season grasses are not as big of an issue related
to removal as warm season grasses. Properly treating
warm season grasses will generally take care of both.
Warm season grasses are better adapted to desert
environments and are generally more deeply rooted in
the soil.
Bermuda grass (Cynodon dactylon), in particular, can be
extremely hard to remove due to its root system. To kill
the grass down to the roots, it needs to be treated with
an herbicide. However, it is best to choose an herbicide
that will not affect the soil. If the grass is not thoroughly
killed by the herbicide the first time, it will come back
once the area is watered again. Completely killing
Bermuda grass may take several weeks and often a full
season (Southern Nevada Water Authority, 2012). Once
the grass has been successfully killed off, the top layer
of turf may be ripped up and removed for compost or
reused as mulch.
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Removing Bermuda grass

Herbicide application follow-up

(Southern Nevada Water Authority, 2012).

(Southern Nevada Water Authority, 2012).

1.

Keep the grass alive. Bermuda grass can only
be killed when it is green and growing. If it
is brown and dormant, it won't absorb any of the
chemicals you apply to it.

2.

Kill Bermuda grass during the warm season
when it grows more actively. Shoot for fall when
root growth is at its highest.

3.

Apply a nitrogen fertilizer such as 21-0-0
several weeks before spraying to encourage
growth.

4.

Don't mow your grass before spraying. The more
leaf surface available to absorb the herbicide,
the better.

5.

Water heavily three to five days before
application to invigorate your grass. Stop
watering at least 48 hours before spraying to
allow grass to dry completely. Dry grass will
absorb the herbicide mix more readily.

6.

Apply herbicide in the morning to reduce wind
drift and herbicide evaporation.

7.

Follow directions exactly as written on the
product's label.

1.

Don't water for several days after applying the
herbicide.

2.

After the grass has begun to die (about three
to five days), resume watering to "green up"
whatever didn't die the first time around. If you
water for about two weeks after application and
no Bermuda grass grows back, you have
effectively killed it.

3.

If you need an additional application, repeat the
steps above. After a new landscape is installed,
do touch-up applications with a sponge or spotspray the herbicide.

Literature Review
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Salinity
Soil salinity
Based on the landscape’s previous state as golf course
turf, it can be assumed that the soil will most likely have
higher salinity levels. It is always wise to have the soil
tested to find out exactly what is in the soil on your site.
The type of soil, how well it drains, the amount of
precipitation and quality of irrigation the site receives
all affect its salinity level. In arid environments where
evaporation rates by far exceed annual precipitation,
moisture and salts are drawn up to the surface of the soil
where they tend to accumulate (Briggs, 1997). Salinity
problems are most prevalent in turf facilities (parks and
golf courses) where irrigation regimes have led to salty
subsurface horizons (Brown & Walworth, 2010).
Deficit irrigation is a term used to describe a situation
where irrigation and precipitation are adequate enough
to keep the turf alive in the short term but is not enough
water to keep the salinity low enough to keep the turf
healthy. Due to usage caps for golf courses and recent
declines in revenue, golf courses have attempted to
get by on less water, therefore creating deficit irrigation
situations, which increase the salt in the rhizosphere
(Brown and Walworth, 2010).
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saline tolerant plants in salty soils

Reclaimed Water
Parks and golf courses in arid climates often use
reclaimed water. Lower quality water sources including
reclaimed water tend to have much higher levels of
salinity than potable sources (Brown & Walworth, 2010).
The salt content in Tucson’s reclaimed water source is
around 761 mg/L where the potable water is generally in
the range of 30-70 mg/L (Tucson Water, 2012). The use
of reclaimed water likely compounds the issue of salinity
on golf courses.
The effects of using reclaimed water for irrigation in
desert scrubland were studied in Southern New Mexico.
Using creosote bush (Larrea tridentata), and honey
mesquite (Prosopis glandulosa), researchers found that
both species had a fairly high tolerance for saline-sodic
(salt and alkaline containing) soils. They also found that
reclaimed water produced plants with a higher biomass
but less biodiversity was found in undergrowth species
(Picchioni, Mexal, Shukla, Ruiz, Babcock, Daniel &
Rodriguez, 2012). Revegetation with a large variety of
saline tolerant plants may help with establishing more
biodiversity.
Some plants have adapted to more saline conditions
through evolution. Plants that are native to arid regions
and are drought tolerant may also be more likely to
withstand higher salt levels (Briggs, 1997). Riparian
plants are less tolerant to saline soils. Little research has
been done on salinity resistance in riparian plant species.

However, some of the few studies that have been done
show that phreatophytes like cottonwood and willow
have very low tolerances. Species such as mesquite and
palo verde varieties that grow in ephemeral washes may
have higher tolerances (Briggs, 1997).

Fertilizers
The use of fertilizers contributes to the high amounts of
nitrates and phosphorus found in golf course soil and
run-off (Baris, Cohen, Barnes, Lam & Ma, 2010; King
& Balogh, 2011; Shuman, 2002). Phosphorus levels
have been found to be higher than nitrates and have
been found to be even higher on golf courses than on
agricultural fields (King, Balogh, Hughes & Harmel,
2007). Nitrogen and phosphorus levels can be treated
with uptake by appropriate vegetation.
Literature Review
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Revegetation
According to Riley, sometimes the best revegetation
strategy is to plant nothing. A project that simply creates
the conditions needed for native vegetation to reinvade a
site may be the most economical and produce the most
diversity (Riley, 1998). Carefully evaluate areas of your
site to determine if revegetation is necessary.
If revegetation is necessary, a reference site or a site’s
history can help aid in determining the plant palette for
a revegetation project. It is good to have an idea of the
lifecycle of each species and probable timing of seed
maturity before scheduling any projects or deciding
whether to plant or seed (Bainbridge, 2007).

Methods for revegetation of upland
species in disturbed soils
Low water content in desert soils is often the limiting
factor in perennial plant species in arid environments.
Establishing shrubby vegetation first can help to alter
the surface features of the soil and begin to establish
biological soil crusts. These crusts help stabilize soil as
well as retain water and nutrients (Yu, Lu, Zhu, Drake &
Liang, 2009). Multi-stemmed shrubs and trees such as
creosote and mesquite are good for pioneer plantings
designed to improve site conditions for other species. The
leaves and branches act as windbreaks and trap soil and
organic matter providing a nice place for new seedlings.
Plant litter increases moisture infiltration and protects soil
from wind and sun, providing microhabitat needed for
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desert annuals, animals and birds (Bainbridge, 2007).
A study looking at using native legumes to begin plant
establishment on severely disturbed desert found that the
trees could be successfully established (Bashan, Salazar,
Moreno, Lopez & Linderman, 2012). Trees were injected
with bacterial supplements to help them grow. The
study found that supplements made no difference after
30 months. All young trees that were on low levels of
irrigation were established within 3 months. Plant density
also was important to survival. Low density improved
survival while high density was unfavorable. Velvet
mesquite (Prosopis velutina) and foothills palo verde
(Parkinsonia microphylla) had greater establishement than
blue palo verde (Parkinsonia florida). This study showed
that the planting of leguminous trees in combination
with bacterial supplements and irrigation can begin to
revegetate disturbed desert soils (Bashan, et al., 2012).

upland revegetation

Seeding
Direct seeding is an inexpensive revegetation strategy
however it is generally very risky and rarely successful
(Bainbridge 2007; Bean, Smith, Karpiscak 2002;
Roundy, Heydari, Watson, Smith, Pater & Munda, 2001).
If not germinated soon after sowing, seeds are exposed
to drought, wind and being consumed by animals and
seeding often fails. One study suggests that it may be
better not to seed at all. In this study, revegetating old
roads in the Mohave Desert, plots that were ripped and
not seeded were closer to representing the remnant
desert than those that were ripped and had been
seeded. This may be partially due to the seed mixes
containing species that were not actually found in the
remnant desert. The seeded areas were full of annuals
that were not found in the area and the diversity of
species was lower than the plots that had not been
seeded (Walker & Powell, 1999).
Spot seeding with irrigation has been proven to be more
effective and may produce plants that grow even faster
than transplants. Having plenty of water available right
away is crucial. Therefore, if you are going to seed,
timing of seeding can be extremely important. Timing
a project just before heavy rains and supplementing
with irrigation until the rain comes would increase the
probability greater propagation (Bainbridge, 2007;
Roundy, et al., 2001). In Arizona, planting and seeding
mid-summer may be best in order to catch the monsoon

rains. Clay pot irrigation has been found to be successful
as supplemental irrigation for germination, but may not
be feasible to use broadly. Overhead irrigation can
be effective as well but it must be planned correctly for
the desired species in both timing and amounts so as
not to wash seeds away. However, it is important to
keep in mind that overhead irrigation generally attracts
more weedy species. Whatever the irrigation method,
desert upland species tend to do better with intermittent
irrigation rather than regular interval irrigation, however
some
irrigation is essential (Bainbridge, 2007).
Another thing to keep in mind, when buying seed is to
base the quantity of seed needed on pure live seed
viability, not total seed. A trick for protecting seed is to
spread cracked wheat prior to seeding in order to feed
the rodents, birds and ants so that they don’t eat the
seed. Coated pellets can be made from the seeds by
moistening the seeds then tossing with clay or powdered
soil and dying the seeds odd colors can also make the
seeds less attractive to predators.
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Transplanting

Methods for revegetation of riparian species

The most effective and least expensive method for
successfully establishing native vegetation in disturbed
soils is thought to be with drip irrigation and transplants
(Bean, et al., 2004). A study looking at methods
including transplanting, seeding, drip irrigation and
furrow irrigation on abandoned farmland found the
most success and the lowest density of weeds by
using transplants and irrigation. One gallon or larger
transplants were most successful. Although transplanting
costs more than seeding, it tends to work much better at
getting plants established (Bean, et al., 2004).

Vegetation is essential in maintaining stable streambanks.
It increases roughness in the flow of water, controls soil
and water temperatures and reduces water loss due
to evaporation. It is also a profitable water investment
because the volume of groundwater the vegetation
protects is greater than the volume the plants use for their
own survival (Zeedyk & Clothier, 2009). For riparian
revegetation projects, it is good to know the depth to
groundwater, seasonal fluctuation, soil texture and
salinity for your stream before designing a planting plan
(Bainbridge, 2007). It is also important to understand
how the plant community is affected by environmental
gradients and how slight changes in elevation affect
woody plant species (Snyder, Guertin, Jemison & Ffolliott,
2002).
In ephemeral streams, vegetation is likely to be sparse
and dominated by upland species with lower root
densities. Sometimes trees are able to grow their roots
under the channel of the stream in ephemeral drainages
which offers the stream protection from erosion (Zeedyk &
Clothier, 2009).

sage transplants
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Usually riparian revegetation begins with using pioneer
species that easily root from cuttings or start from
seed. Extensive rooting and substantial plant structure
are needed to stabilize slopes and reduce scour. Tree
cover to shade banks is also important to establish early
on. Once established, these plants can create the

environment required for succession of other riparian
species (Riley, 1998).
When transplanting in riparian areas, getting roots
deep enough into some good soil moisture is essential
for establishment. Containers, available in narrow tall
pots for restoration projects, encourage deep rooting
and discourage pot bound conditions of roots. Tube
containers grow young plants with good strong roots and
usually come in cases of tubes. Liners are plastic packs
of small rooted plants used for revegetation. Bareroot
seedlings or trees come with no container and roots
exposed. This can be a better way to get larger trees
that cost less, however only certain species do well as
bareroot transplants. Bareroot seedlings and tubes are
good because they can quickly adapt to new settings but
are vulnerable to pests and other impacts (Riley, 1998).
It may also be good to start with some larger container
plants so as to quickly change the microclimate for
understory growth. However, container stock is
heavier and more difficult to transport. If using large
container stock in areas that are difficult to access, it is
good to come up with a delivery plan early on. Larger
container stock is more expensive but can be worth it if
establishment is more likely. It is also a good idea to
protect investment in large plants and trees by adding
tree cages to protect them from trampling and damage
from other animals (Riley, 1998). Most riparian trees can
tolerate some trimming of kinked roots and removal of
container soil so that the tree adapts more quickly (Riley,

1998). Restoration plantings generally don’t use fertilizers,
although using ground mulch can help many species
survive and help retain soil moisture and it is always wise
to water plants immediately after planting. Using larger
container stock in public and urban riparian areas is a
good idea to ensure there is less likelihood of damage.
If cuttings are used, obtaining local stock and planting
in large quantities will more likely increase survival rates.
The planting of cuttings should also be timed accordingly.
Since cuttings are prone to transplant shock, cutting and
planting when plants are dormant in the late fall and
winter is most effective (Riley, 1998).

cottonwood transplants
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Mitigating stormwater contaminants with
vegetation
Many factors influence a soil’s capacity to remove
pollutants. Fully understanding soil pollutant removal
involves a detailed understanding of hydrology, soils
physics and chemistry, aquatic chemistry, biology,
and botany (The Low Impact Development Center,
Inc., 2010). However, some basic strategies can
be implemented that improve the levels of the main
pollutants involved.
The most widespread stressors in urban streams due to
stormwater run-off are increased nitrogen, phosphorus
and petroleum contaminants in streambed sediments
(Karlaviciene, et al. 2009; Lee & Banks, 1993;
Richardson, Flanagan, Ho & Pahl, 2010). Enhancing
instream habitat often has minimal effects on mitigation
of these contaminants due to mismatched scales of the
volume of contaminated water to the needed surface
area for the degrading process (Walsh, Fletcher &
Ladsen, 2005). Using alternative methods to catch and
slow stormwater in order to maintain more natural flows
in streams can be more effective. Usually, most urban
stormwater drainage systems connect large areas of
impervious surface runoff directly to receiving streams
via pipes or concrete conveyance channels. Urban
stream restoration and contaminant mitigation may be
more effective by treating water first in urban catchments
rather than just in streams themselves. A study in
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Australia looked at draining urban runoff into vegetated
swales before going into urban streams versus draining
runoff directly into the stream. They found that there
was less impact to the stream and better mitigation of
contaminants when using microbasins to pretreat runoff
(Walsh, et al., 2005).
Another study looking at petroleum hydrocarbons in soils,
found that microbes in the rhizosphere are what breaks
down petroleum hydrocarbons. Areas with plants that
had many roots in the rhizosphere had more microbes
and therefore treated more petroleum hydrocarbons than
areas without plants. This study shows that plants with
rhizomes may have the potential to help break down
petroleum hydrocarbons (Lee & Banks, 1993).

Turf removal & revegetation design conclusions
will likely take a whole summer season.

establish first in riparian areas.

saline levels due to the desert soils, the use of
fertilizers and reclaimed water and should be
tested before design.

well in riparian areas and using local stock is
important.

many drought tolerant species (not riparian
species) should be used where soil salinity levels
are high.
establish shrubby species and legumes first to
create a microclimate conducive to understory
species.
rains and plan to irrigate seed until rains come
for highest chance of seed establishment and
know that direct seeding often fails.

planting of transplants and cuttings according to
their natural lifecycle for successful establishment.
riparian areas is a difficult task due to the lack of
surface area versus the volume of stormwater.
before entering streams is more effective at
pollutant removal.
the soils induce microbial breakdown of
petroleum hydrocarbons and therefore are a
good choice for areas with stormwater pollutants.

establishing vegetation in disturbed desert soils.
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Case Reviews
repurposed golf courses The following pages reflect the research that was
master planned communities conducted that examined successful projects related
infill developments to the goals of this project. Because the project is
community parks multifaceted, the existing projects reviewed are diverse.
reconstructed riparian habitats Two repurposed golf course designs were examined as
well as a couple of popular master planned communities.
It was useful to see what has been done on other
golf courses and what amenities are being included
in popular master planned communities today. Infill
developments were studied to understand how new
development could be tastefully and appropriately
incorporated into the existing neighborhood. Large
suburban parks were also explored in order to
understand what attracts people to parks in less dense
suburban areas. Finally, an array of constructed riparian
habitats in arid environments was examined. With the
lack of water and an ever dropping water table, it was
important to see where other projects sourced their water
supply and how they decided what kind of plants to
establish.

Rio Salado Restoration

Case Reviews
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Repurposed golf courses

Riverview Gardens

Riverview Gardens is a 72-acre former golf course
located in Appleton, WI that is now in the process of
becoming a community farm with a series of parks, trails
and gardens. Riverview Gardens operates as a nonprofit organization whose goal is to help fight poverty,
homelessness and unemployment. By providing job
training on-site, the organization plans to make money
through the gardens to support its programs. The farm
is a CSA (Community Supported Agriculture farm) that
provides local produce to local residents and restaurants
in the surrounding community. The farm consists of 30
hoop-style greenhouses, vegetable fields and orchards,
which utilize the retrofitted golf course irrigation system.
The former clubhouse has become a community center
that can be rented out for weddings, meetings, classes,
etc. While the farm and orchards will comprise half of
the site, the other half of the former golf course is in the
process of becoming restored prairie, recreation trails,
picnic areas and natural areas.
The farm was initially built by over 500 volunteers from
the surrounding community and it is projected that the
finished farm will eventually create up to 100 paid jobs.
After Riverview Gardens first year in operation, the
conversion of the golf course has saved millions of
gallons of water and thousands of gallons of gas
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formerly used for mowing while creating a popular public
amenity and a successful CSA (James, 2012).

Key features:

North Z Boaz Community Park
North Z Boaz Community Park is 140 acres of land in Fort
Worth, TX that was formerly a golf course. This project is
still in the design phase but according to the conceptual
plan, will become a large community park. The design,
by Kimley-Horn and Associates calls for a large variety
of amenities including sports fields, an aquatic center and
a skate park. Meeting notes reflect that the community
wishes to keep at least 1/3 of the park natural. Therefore,
the plan calls for a riparian wetland where there is now
a degraded floodplain accompanied by a large nature
preserve/wildflower area. The plan also includes plenty
of trails, picnic areas, playgrounds and dog parks.
So that the city may share in the building and
maintenance costs, the skate park, an existing puttputt golf course and potentially other amenities will be
privately owned and operated while the dog park will
have financial support from non-profit organizations
(Kimley-Horn & Associates, 2012).

Key features:

wetland

Case Reviews
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Master planned communities
Daybreak
Daybreak, UT is a very large master planned community
built in the suburbs of Salt Lake City. Eventually, the
entire development will encompass 4000 acres of land.
Construction began in 2004 and will continue for up to
20 years. The community consists of 4 villages, 3 schools,
12 parks, a 65-acre man-made lake and a temple.
What makes this community different than master
planned communities we’ve seen in the past is that it
retains 100% of its stormwater and all of the homes are
Energy Star Certified. The community is also a Traditional
Neighborhood Development (TND) built with many
trails and sidewalks making it very walkable. Daybreak
is connected by light rail to downtown Salt Lake City
making this Transit Oriented Development (TOD) much
less car dependent. The community itself functions as
a small town complete with its own commercial center,
schools, community centers and parks (Wikipedia
Daybreak Community, 2013)

Key features:
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Agritopia
Agritopia is a New Ruralist master planned community
in Gilbert, AZ, which looks to combine the theories of
New Urbanism, Smart Growth and sustainable food and
agricultural systems into one development. What was
once agricultural land, has now been developed into
a community that prioritizes preserving agriculture and
integrates it into a well-designed neighborhood. The
goal of the developer was to create a neighborhood
where community comes first and where the idea of
sharing and living a simple life is encouraged.
The neighborhood is pedestrian friendly and includes a
commercial area, agricultural areas and open space
with trails that connect to the greater Gilbert Central
Trail System. The housing includes carriage homes
with bungalow (mother-in-law) units as well as flexible
housing units, which are becoming more popular as
multi-generational households are on the rise.

The agricultural component operates as a 12-acre farm
and CSA. The farm is flood-irrigated with potable
water, as are the additional 166-acres of turf within the
development. The vast expanses of turf create the small
Midwestern town feel that the developers where going
for. The developer actually found a loop hole in the law
to allow them to put turf in the right of way planting strips
within the neighborhood, which would otherwise be
against the law in Gilbert, AZ.
The homes in Agritopia do not meet any kind of efficiency
standards nor does the community host any kind of
alternative energy, water conservation or stormwater
detention initiatives (Johnston Farms, 2012).

Key features:
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Large community parks

Orange County Great Park
Orange County Great Park will be a 1300-acre park
(twice the size of Central Park) in the suburbs of Los
Angeles. Started in 2007, the construction is expected to
last up to 20 years. Once an abandoned military base,
this park will include several ball fields, a farm and food
lab, a 2 1/2 mile canyon, botanical gardens, wildlife
corridors and a large balloon ride (Orange County
Great Park Corp., 2013)
The project aims to make regional connections,
ecologically, socially and physically. The design
prioritizes the environment, the history of the site and
promotes personal, regional, and global health (http://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Orange_County_Great_Park)

Key features:
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Liberty Park
Liberty Park is a 100-acre park built on a city block
located in the heart of urban Salt Lake City. This popular
park was built over 130 years ago and remains popular
and busy year round today. Amenities include an
8-acre aviary, community pool and tennis center, a lake,
trails, picnic areas, playgrounds and a merry-go-round.
While there are no explicit ball fields, the community
center offers a popular after school program with a
variety of planned activities for children.
One of the key features that makes Liberty Park so
appealing is the scenery. The park contains hundreds
of very big, old shade trees and plenty of large
grassy areas used for a variety of activities. The
park is surrounded by semi-busy streets and popular
neighborhoods, making the park highly visible and used
at all hours of the day (Salt Lake City Parks, 2012).

Key features:
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Infill developments

The Mercado District

The Mercado is a 13-acre mixed-use infill development
in Tucson, AZ. The Mercado district is being built on
vacant land between two existing historic neighborhoods
in the downtown area. The goal is to create an urban
neighborhood authentic to Tucson and based on the
history of the area. Using Tucson’s unique architecture
and building materials, the development intends to
merge the neighborhoods based on historical traditions.
It intends to be more of a neighborhood restoration than
a new development.

The development includes a mix of housing types,
commercial spaces, museums and parks. It is also home
to the Mercado San Agustin, which is a popular public
market complete with local vendors, a farmer’s market
and a restaurant.

Key features:
space

neighborhood based on history and culture
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Reconstructed riparian habitats
Rio Salado Habitat Restoration

The Rio Salado Riparian Restoration is an urban riparian
restoration project, near downtown Phoenix that
comprises almost 600 acres of land. Historically, the
Salt River in Phoenix was a perennial river that flowed
year round and had cottonwood and willow forests for
hundreds of miles along the banks. After dams were
built upstream, water was diverted and groundwater
was pumped dropping the water table. The river dried
up and became a dumping ground and camp for the
homeless (Eden, Gelt, Lamberton, 2008).
Because restoring flow to this river would be impossible,
the goal of this project was to recreate some of the
riparian habitat that once existed and improve the
ecosystem into something that the residents of the
community can benefit from (Eden, Gelt, Lamberton,
2008). It is a unique project because it uses water from
a variety of sources including stormwater from city streets,
unpotable well water and reused water to come up with
the water needed to sustain the riparian wetlands. The
water is pumped into 3 ornamental lakes or holding
ponds, which double as water amenities. These ponds
are used to gravity feed water to flood irrigate 6 wetland
ponds below. This gravity fed water also feeds turbine
pump stations that provide pressurized flow to a drip
irrigation system throughout the rest of the project. The
wetland ponds are 12” deep and are lined with clay to
maintain the moisture and slow the water penetration into

the sandy soils below. (DeSemple, 2006).
The project includes 16 miles of hiking, biking and
equestrian trails with interpretive signage as well as an
outdoor classroom and ramadas. The Nina Mason
Pulliam Audubon Center is also located on site and
functions as a nature center that provides interpretation,
tours, classes and volunteer opportunities.

Key features:
an urban ephemeral wash
detention
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Yuma East Wetlands
The Yuma East Wetlands restoration project is located
along the Colorado River in Yuma, AZ. At the turn of
the century, the Colorado River near Yuma was a large
river with yearly flood levels around 300,000 cfs. Today,
a yearly flood might get as high as 2,000 cubic feet
per second. (Sorvig, 2009). This area once included
vast willow and cottonwood forests, mesquite bosques,
wetlands, intertidal salt flats, Colorado River salmon,
river otters, pumas and so many birds that according to
Aldo Leopald’s book, A Sand County Almanac, “they
darkened the sky.” (Phillips, Flynn, Kloeppel, 2009) In
the early 1900’s everything started to change with the
onset of big dams upstream and a rapidly growing
agricultural center in Southern California.
Today, there is not much water in the river anymore.
The only water that remains is leakage from Laguna
dam upstream. The riverbed was 85% invasive exotic
species including tamarisk (Tamarix spp.), common reed
(Phragmites australis), Russian thistle (Salsola spp.), and
Bermudagrass (Cynodon spp.) It had become a haven
for illegal immigrant and transient camps, illegal drug
activity and trash dumping. (Phillips, Flynn and Kloeppel,
2009). The river water in some areas today has salinity
levels that exceed 28,000 parts per million which is
beyond the thresholds of most native species.
This project is unique because it is a joint effort between
many stakeholders including the Quechan Indian Tribe,
the City of Yuma, State and Federal Agencies as well as
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local farmers and private land owners. One of the main
challenges was figuring out where to get the fresh water
needed to support a restoration project of this scale and
how to get it where it needed to go. In some places they
had to excavate the original river channel in order to
resume flow into the proper areas.
The City of Yuma dedicated 1-acre foot of water per
day to the project, which is clean used water from their
wastewater treatment facility that they use to clean
their machinery. It is then piped into the wetland each
day (Phillips, Flynn, Kloeppel, 2009). After receiving
the support of the local farmers, the wetland also
receives flooded irrigation from their unused water rights
approximately 10 times a year.
Invasive species were bulldozed and sediment was
moved to create new river channels. Water control
structures were installed along the river for controlling
water into the wetland. For revegetation of the wetland,
plant species selection in different areas was based
on soil salinity levels and water availability. The salinity
levels in many areas were too high to support native
riparian vegetation, so other native salt tolerant species
such as alkali sacaton (Sporobolus airoides), 4-winged
saltbush (Atriplex canescens) and pickle weed (Salicornia
virginica) were planted in those areas. Areas that have
access to more water and less salt were planted with
cottonwood (Populus fremontii) and willow (Salix sp.).
Along the same lines, areas adjacent to the river and

able to receive flood irrigation were planted with high
water use plants such as cottonwood and willow. Areas
farther from the water were planted with mesquites
(Prosopis sp.) and palo verde (Parkinsonia florida) and
were provided drip irrigation (Fred Phillips, personal
communication, Feb. 2012).
Plugs and cuttings from the remaining and already
restored native plants are used to plant new ones. Areas
where invasive species have been removed are always
immediately planted with native species to help outcompete non-native species that tend to come back.
Monitoring of planting strategies is done so the best
planting techniques may be determined (Fred Phillips,
personal communication, Feb. 2012).
The number of birds and wildlife in the wetland has
doubled since project implementation. The project
has provided the Yuma community with new, strong,
supportive community partnerships, new jobs and
businesses and has sparked ongoing restoration

and revitalization projects. (Sorvig, 2009). Before
the restoration, no one used the area for recreation.
Amenities at the YEW today include hiking and birding
trails, fishing areas, two nature parks, a small boat launch
and interpretive signage.

Key features:

future projects

maintenance
Case Reviews
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The Springs Preserve
The Springs Preserve is a 180-acre museum and
botanical garden attraction in Las Vegas, NV that
educates visitors on how to sustainably live in a desert.
The attraction is owned and operated by the Las Vegas
Water District and is built around Las Vegas’s original
water source, The Las Vegas Springs.

processes blackwater collected from the buildings to
a quality high enough to be reused in the landscape
(Solarpedia, 2012).

The stormwater detention wetland at the Springs Preserve
incorporates interpretive walking trails that meander
through a lush constructed riparian environment. Formerly
the Meadows Detention Basin, the site was previously
a vacant, unmanaged eyesore. The main goal of the
restoration effort was to create a riparian wetland with a
cauldron pool as the apparent water source in reference
to the original spring. The project was designed to
demonstrate the effectiveness of riparian wetlands for the
treatment of non-point source pollutants and mitigation
of stormwater runoff. In addition to providing stormwater
mitigation, the basin also provides a significant amount
of habitat while the cauldron pool educates 600,000
visitors annually about the relationship of water to the
development of the city of Las Vegas.
Located 3 miles from the strip, the site takes in stormwater
from the streets of Las Vegas during storm events and
treats much of the water on-site. The cauldron pool,
which feeds much of the riparian habitat downstream is
supplemented with treated greywater from the Preserve.
The Springs Preserve has its own wastewater treatment
system including a constructed treatment wetland, which
68

drawing by: Craig Campbell

Key features:

Case review design conclusions
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
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t
t
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create opportunties for public-private partnership
agriculture doubles as an amenity; may become productive and provide jobs if run by a knowledgeable entity
(possible non-profit)
seize opportunity to retrofit old irrigation system
provide many trails
create a villiage feel
provide flexible housing and a variety of housing options for new development
encourage community interaction through orgnaized community events and providing spaces for community
gatherings
connect to larger trail system
offer free recreation activities
include preserved natural areas
provide shaded turf areas for multiple recreation uses
create market area as a community gathering space
mesoriparian habitat establishment requires water quantities that may be uncertain in the future, therefore irrigated
xeroriparian habitat may be more resilient

Case Reviews
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Site Inventory & Analysis
site location The site analysis section examines the Forty Niner golf
regional context course and community specifically. An inventory and
surrounding amenities analysis of the site’s context, geologic features, biologic
site circulation features and hydrologic features were looked at as well
history some insight into the make up of the community. This
demographics information helps to determine the opportunities and
topography & drainage constraints for the final design concepts.
washes
watersheds
riparian biological value
soils
flora
fauna
climate
wind
views

view of Forty Niner golf course
from Tanque Verde Wash

Site Analysis
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Site location
The Forty Niner golf course is located in Tucson, Arizona
and lies just outside the actual city limits on the east side
of town. The actual land being designed is mostly golf
course land owned by the person who owns the golf
course. The site consists of many vacant undeveloped
parcels so in some cases, that land was included in the
design.

golf course

Forty Niner community

City of Tucson

Arizona
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Regional context
The site is nestled on the east side of Tucson between
the Santa Catalina Mountains and the Rincon Mountains.
One of its most important features is that it lies along
one of the major ephemeral watercourses in the region,
Tanque Verde Wash.

Santa Catalina
Mountains
Rillito River
San Pedro River
Tanque Verde
Wash
Rincon
Mountains
Santa Cruz River
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Surrounding amenities
Research shows that there are 12 golf courses within 10
miles of the Forty Niner golf course and very few other
nearby recreational parks. The nearest grocery or coffee
shop is almost 5 miles away. The site is also within
walking distance of Forest Service land and Saguaro
National Park East and could easily connect to existing
trails (Pima County GIS, 2012).

Legend:
site
golf courses

commercial

parks

trails

USFS

NPS
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Site circulation
The main entrance to the site is along Tanque Verde
Road. Once inside the neighborhood, the circulation is
somewhat circumferential with few access points. The
flow of golf is important to know as those point to other
access points on various holes and demonstrate how
people are currently getting from one area to another.
As the map shows, several of the holes directly border
Tanque Verde Wash.

Tanque Verde Road

Legend:
access points
club house
streets
golf direction

Main
Entrance
Wentworth Road

Tanque Verde Wash
1 MILE
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Forty Niner history
The Forty Niner Community is made up of 4
neighborhoods built in different time periods that surround
the golf course and are all part of the same Home
Owner Association: the Forty Niner Country Club Estates
I, II, and III and the Forty Niner Guest Ranch Estates. The
golf course and most homes were built in 1960 with
some homes being built as recently as 2004.
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The golf course had been very successful for decades
having hosted the LPGA tour regularly in the 1970’s.
In 2000, the golf course was purchased by IRI Golf
Management out of San Diego for $3.4 million
(McNamara, 2012). The company owned several other
golf courses in the area and all of these golf courses
have been struggling. At least one in Green Valley, AZ
has been abandoned and the others are still struggling.
By January of 2012, the Forty Niner Country Club
had the water shut off due to unpaid bills and unpaid
debt for the extension of the reclaimed pipeline built in
2003. Groundskeepers eventually began watering the
greens by hand with water from the ponds in order to
keep the turf and trees alive. Many less drought tolerant
trees died. By late June 2012, the course had been
sold to a resident of the neighborhood for $250,000
cash (Brosseau, 2012). The new owner had agreed
to pay the city a $3,000 monthly bill for the pipeline
debt on top of what is estimated to be a $400,000
annual water bill. He has made plans to expand and
renovate the clubhouse in order to attract more members
although it was revealed in an email to residents of the

neighborhood that the golf course had been losing an
estimated $200,000 annually for several years. Perhaps
the Forty Niner Golf Course will outlive its woes although
industry wide research shows it will be difficult. Just in
case, a new vision for the community is underway.

Forty Niner Golf Course

Demographics
Forty Niner Population = 1,400
Census Tract Population = 1,977

The population of the Forty Niner
community is right around 1,400
according to the 2010 census. Most
of the census information came from
the 2000 census as the 2010 census
data had not been published as of
the time of research for this project.
The information came from data
for the entire census tract therefore
including some residents of adjacent
communities.

2010 census

The census information shows that the
dominant race is white and that most
people in the community are over
the age of 50. It also shows that
many of the children in the community
are older. Therefore, activities for
older children and adults should be
included in the design and it would
be nice to attract younger families to
the community.
2000 census

Site Analysis
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Research into the demographics of
the neighborhood also revealed that
most homes in the community are
owner occupied with most home
values ranging from $200,000 to
$500,000.
Household income data showed
that most people in the nighborhood
spend a small percentage of their
income on their housing costs (Pima
County GIS, 2012).
2000 census

2000 census
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Topography & drainage
The topography of the site generally flows from the Santa
Catalina Mountains northeast of the site to the Tanque
Verde Wash on the southwest end of the site. The site
is fairly flat with the exception of the northeast corner. It
was also discovered upon walking the site that many of
the greens on the golf course have been built up which

is not shown on any of the topo maps. The site drains
through the series of washes discussed on the next page
and covers 2 different watersheds, therfore entering
the wash in one area on site and one area further
downstream (Pima County GIS, 2012).

high point elevation=2714 ft.

low point elevation=2608 ft.

1 MILE
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Washes
reinforced banks
over 10,000 cfs - 500 ft. setback
2,000-3,000 cfs- 75 ft. setback
1,000-2,000 cfs- 75 ft. setback
500-1,000 cfs- 50 ft. setback
under 250 cfs- 25 ft. setback

Tan

qu

eV
erd

eW
ash
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The site contains a series of washes that drain the
surrounding neighborhoods and hillsides. The washes
fall in 2 watersheds with the largest wash entering
Tanque Verde Wash in the middle of the site. The smaller
washes on the western end of the site flow west and
enter Tanque Verde wash further downstream. Many of
the washes have been channelized with homes built very
near the banks (Pima County GIS, 2012).

Watersheds
The Forty Niner Wash drains a 2,670 acre watershed.
Assuming 10% of the land is covered by impervious
surface such as houses, roads, etc. it would deliver :
720 acre ft./year or 200 acre ft. in a terrential 2” in
storm (Pima County GIS, 2012). This information is
important for designing stormwater detention basins.

Site Analysis
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Riparian biological value
This area has been designated as a habitat protection
hydromesoriparian such as these are generally accosisated
priority area by the Sonoran Desert Conservation Plan
with intermittent watercourses or shallow groundwater
and Pima County. It is one of the largest riparian habitat (Pima County Sonoran Desert Conservation Plan, 2009).
areas within the city that still hosts obligate riparian
plants such as netleaf hackberry (Celtis reticulata) and
Arizona ash (Fraxinus velutina). Areas designated as
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Soils
The soil in the area is a sandy loam. Being at the foot
of the mountain and adjacent to a watercourse it was
once an alluvial fan with much of the site also part of an
ancient floodplain. The qualities of this type of soil make
it well drained with a high infiltration rate. It has a low
available water capacity and therefore does not store
moisture for very long (USDA, 2012).

Soil electroconductivity map

Soil rating:
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Soil pH
The soil analysis also revealed that the soil is moderately
alkaline which is fairly standard in the Tucson basin and
also slightly saline. This is not necessarily taking the
effects of the reclaimed water and golf course fertilizers
into effect. However, it can be assumed that salinty in
the soil is something to consider (USDA, 2012).

Soil pH map
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Legend:

Flora
A rudimentary plant inventory in Tanque Verde wash and
along the reference reach section of the tributary wash
showed a lot of diversity among species in the area.
For revegetation purposes it is important to know what
species are already doing well in the area and what
invasives to look out for.

reference reach

Flora found in the reference reach of the tributary
wash:
Fremont cottonwood

netleaf hackberry

Flora found in Tanque Verde Wash:
Celtis reticulata
Salix goodingii
Populus fremontii
Arizona ash
Gossypium thurberi
Senna leptocarpa
Ambrosia dumosa
Vaquelinia californica
Baccharis sarothroides
Sarcostemma cynanchoides
Prosopis juliflora
Phragmites australis
Helianthus annuus

netleaf hackberry
gooding willow
Fremont cottonwood
Fraxinus velutina
Arizona perennial cotton
slimpod senna
burrobush
Arizona rosewood
desert broom
climbing milkweed
velvet mesquite
common reed
common sunflower

Prosopis juliflora
Acacia farnesiana
Condalia warnockii
Ambrosia deltoidea
Celtis pallida
Ferocactus wislizenii
Acacia greggii
Opuntia versicolor
Ambrosia dumosa

reference reach

velvet mesquite
sweet acacia
javalina bush or crucillo
bursage
desert hackberry
fishhook barrel cactus
catclaw acacia
staghorn cholla
burrobush

fishhook barrel cactus
Site Analysis
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Fauna

Desert washes in urban areas often offer pathways
and shelter for wildlife such as quail, roadrunners,
javalina and coyote. A wide variety of bird species are
commonly found in Tucson, especially during migration
seasons. In June, it is possible to see hawks breeding in
riparian areas with tall cottonwoods (Phillips & Comus,
2000). The following is a list of wildlife often seen in
urban areas around Tucson:

quail
roadrunner
javalina
coyote
cactus wren
Anna's hummingbird
phainopeplas
Gila woodpecker
great horned owl
desert tortoise
turkey vulture
Swainson's hawk
white-winged dove
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rattlesnake sp.
bobcats
fox
Mexican long-tongued bat
lesser long-nosed bat
red spotted toads
king snakes
gopher snakes
cicadas
horned lizards
blue hairstreak butterfly
hackberry butterfly

javalina

roadrunner

coyote

red spotted toad

Climate

The climate in Tucson is relatively mild
with average daytime temperatures
in the 60’s in the winter and the 90’s
in the summer. Freezing rarely occurs
however, the area of town that the Forty
Niner is located experiences slightly
colder weather so occasional freezing
in the winter should be expected. The
avarage yearly rainfall is usually
around 12 inches with more storms
happening in the monsoon season (July
and August) and in winter (December
through February). Monsoon rainstorms
are usually intense with up to an inch
or two falling in one downpour and
running off very quickly whereas the
winter storms are generally longer
in duration allowing more time for
rainwater to saturate into the ground.

Jan.

Feb.

Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May Jun. Jul. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec.

100° F

80° F

60° F

40° F

Mar.

Apr.

May

Jun.

Jul.

Aug. Sept.

2.34

2.24

Oct.

Nov.

Dec.

0.86

0.62

0.97

4 in.
2 in.

0.97

0.96

0.77

1.18
0.36

0.17

0.21
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Wind
Wind is generally
mild in Tucson.
The windiest
months are
generally in
the spring and
summer months.
The prevailing
winds usually
blow from the
southest. There
is generally not
enough wind in
Tucson to make
wind power a
viable option.

March

June

Avg speed=4.12

Avg speed=4.18

September

December

Avg speed=4.01

Avg speed=3.74

Windspeed
(m/s)

> 11
8.5 - 11
5.4 - 8.5
3.3 - 5.4
1.8 - 3.3
.51 - 1.8
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Views

Some of the key views on site are shown in the following
images.

Fortunately, the neighborhood is fairly permeable. There
are several instances on each hole where an opening
and path between homes allows access to the golf
course from the streets. Most backyards, throughout the
neighborhood are desert landscaped and either have no
fence or a low fence.

Because of the easy access to the golf course, several
people use areas adjacent to their property as an
extended back yard.

Site Analysis
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Visible from almost everywhere on the golf course are the
Santa Catalina and Rincon Mountains.

A large area, several acres in size, located in the middle
of the neighborhood appears to be neglected. The area
is comprised mostly of mesquite, trash and remnants of
an old stage and is owned by the Forty Niner Guest
Ranch.

Looking in at the golf course from Tanque Verde
Wash, one can see the contrast from natural habitat to
manicured turf. Water used to irrigate the turf is likely
supplementing the riparian trees along the wash. If the
turf is to be removed, the need for supplemental irrigation
will need to be addressed.
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Here is a view of the Forty Niner Wash, often used as a
walking path. This image shows the lack of vegetation
diversity along the wash.

Above is a view of one of the tributary washes and it’s
interface with the golf course turf. It appears that some
erosion is occuring due to a lack of vegetation to hold the
soil in place.
Site Analysis
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Design
program
masterplan
riparian floodplain
stormwater park
tributary washes
main street market
sonoran row-style housing
the dog park
fitness center & sport facilities
disc golf & multi-use areas
outdoor yoga center
bouldering & bmx park
the community farm

The design application for the Forty Niner golf
community has several parts. First, the whole site
concept, how it came about and how it interacts
with the surrounding landscape will be explained.
Next, the riparian habitat establishment and the
stormwater management including treatment for the
tributary washes will be described. Finally, the major
development and recreation features within the design
will be discussed piece by piece.

Tanque Verde Wash Riparian Habitat

Design Application
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Program
Objectives

Activities
Recreation/fitness center

Active recreation
Multi-use
recreational facility

Passive recreation

Elements

Qualitative

Quantitative

fitness center/pool
tennis
baseball
basketball
football/soccer

keep existing & expand fitness
clay courts/ lighted
basic with bleachers
covered
multi-use

existing
2-4
2-4
1-2
1-2

bouldering

fairly extensive

5,000 ft2 or 1/4-acre

trails
golf
disk golf
playground
BMX

paved & dirt for bike, run, jog & equestrian
mostly desert & small
mostly desert & small with shade
basic with shaded seating for parents
similar to Arroyo Chico

picnic areas

intimate and group

grassy park areas
birding facility

multi-use with shade
with seating and easy access
multi-use or solar/permeable

3 + miles each
9 hole par 3
800-1200 yards
3,000 -5,000 ft.
1 acre
several- 1/4 - 1/2
acre
several- 1/2 -1 acre
2 or 3
approx. 100 spaces

regrading along wash
buffer mesoriparian habitat

slow down & store water; infiltration
irrigate if necessary and protect

create xeroriparian habitat

mesquite bosques & more upland species infill

encourage meanders
encourage floodplains
revegetate

mainly mesquite, acacia, palo verde

Parking
Expand floodplain& riparian
Maintain & enhance habitat along Tanque Verde
important riparian Wash
habitat
Expand xeroriparian habitat
along tributary washes
Build areas for stormwater
detention within wash system &
throughout site
Reduce risk of
flooding

detention basins

Encourage residential rainwater Provide examples, education and
harvesting
incentives

prioritize ease of maintenance and plant
resilience

all areas along wash

several smaller basins

Objectives

Activities

Remove vast areas of turf
Reduce resource
dependence

Use drought tolerant and native
plants
Reuse materials found on site
whenever possible

Elements

Residential

restaurant & bar
coffee shop & bakery
small market
crossfit gym/yoga studio
flex housing
condos/townhomes
encourage zoning change for
bungalow units

community garden/non-profit
Agriculture
Encourage
community
interaction

Quantitative

small scale, flexible units
small scale pension, B&B
modern, accessible, welcoming to all
residents

< 10 units
10-20 rooms

build desert gardens and park
areas
restore unused areas to native
landscape
use/retrofit existing irrigation lines
for plant establishment

office space
lodging
Introduce
Commercial
appropriate new
development that
offer amenities and
housingdiversity

Qualitative

similar to Time Market

1 or 2
1
1
1 or 2
2-4 acres (not many)
2-4 acres (not many)

plots

several throughout site

greenhouses

small and with
small and with
gardens
few and small

flower
pocket parks

designed spaces with amenities

Civic spaces

farmer's market

communal area associated with development multi-functional space

Trail intersections

meeting areas/amphitheater
seating and destinations

designed spaces with amenities
add sense of unity and care

few and small
several small areas
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4

12

Master plan

12

12

1
2
3
4
5
6

1414

14
14

4

Main street - Mixed Use
Fitness center & Sport facilities
Sonoran row-style housing
Disc golf course
Stormwater park
Riparian floodplain habitat

7 Yoga center
8 Bouldering park
9 Dog park

10 Community farm
11 Birding facility
12 Picnic areas

4
4

4

13 Playgrounds
14 Rehabilitated wash areas
12

15 BMX area

12

Covered parking

6

1/2 mile
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Master plan concepts

9-hole par-3 golf course concept

Several design layouts were explored prior to the
development of the final concept. The decision of
whether or not to incorporate some kind of traditional
golf was tough. A 9-hole golf course with golf practice
98

facility was incorporated into one of the concepts. If
business models could prove that it would be successful,
a smaller facility could be considered. In the end, the
final concept did forego the traditional golf because it

18-hole disc golf concept

desert open space concept

did not appear to be highly compatible considering other
needed elements. The final design concept integrates
ideas from the 18-hole disc golf and the desert open
space concept.
Design Application
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Preliminary plan

1 MILE
The preliminary plan reveals the last iteration of the
design process before resolving the final master plan.
The preliminary plan and final master plan combine the
18-hole disc golf course concept with the desert open
space concept. Revisiting the goals of the project, it

100

was important to include as much habitat, conserve
as many resources and include as many recreational
opportunities as possible.

Conceptual overview

1 MILE

Design Application
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Design outcomes
2 floodwater harvesting cistern
areas
Over 4 miles of revegetated
and rehabilitated urban
washes
13 miles of new paved and
unpaved trails

Over 100 acres of turf removed
Rehabilitated riparian floodplain

Stormwater detention & water
harvesting basins
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A quantitative evaluation of the design revealed the
following outcomes. Floodwater harvesting cisterns in
the central Stormwater Park as well as at the community
garden, would be capable of storing over 1 million
gallons of stormwater, enough to irrigate both areas
for several months during dry periods. Over 4 miles
of ephemeral urban washes would be rehabilitated to
create a greater diversity of vegetation and improve
habitat. Throughout the site, 13 miles of new trails would
be created for recreational use with smaller, unpaved
trails in more fragile habitat areas. Over 100 acres of
turf would be removed saving almost 1,000 acre-feet of
water per year. An additional 35 acres of xeroriparian
habitat would be reestablished along Tanque Verde
Wash. Over 80 acre-feet of stormwater detention and
water harvesting basins would retain over 80% of the
stormwater in a 2” storm. Overall, the neighborhood
would benefit greatly from the restored ecological
processes and implementation of green infrastructure
making the neighborhood more resilient to storm events
and drought in the future.

Design Application
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Riparian floodplain
The riparian floodplain area has been designed to be
like many natural floodplains in arid environments. The
areas closest to the streambed have plants that require
more water. The farther away from the streambed, the
more drought and salt tolerant the plants get. Because
the area will be irrigated, it would have been possible
to introduce more hydrophytic species such as the
cottonwood and willow found near the edge of the
wash. However, based on the uncertainty of the future
water supply and climate, the decision was made
to establish a healthy and resilient drought tolerant

Habitat

Desert Upland Habitat

Transition Area Microcatchments

Mesquite Woodland

Existing Mesoriparian Habitat
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200 ft.

floodplain. With habitat establishment being a main priority,
the expansion of the mesquite bosque and upland habitat will
still provide high quality habitat for local fauna.

Representative species of
floodplain zones
Desert upland habitat

blue palo verde-Parkinsonia florida
ocotillo- Foquieria spendens
prickly pear- Opuntia Engelmannii
fairy duster- Caliandra eriophylla
desert marigold- Baileya multiradiata

Transition area microcatchments

velvet mesquite- Prosopis juliflora
catclaw acacia- Acacia greggii
fourwing saltbush- Atriplex canescens
alkali sacaton- Sporobolus airoides
deergrass- Muhlenbergia rigens
big galleta- Pleuraphis rigida

Mesquite woodland

velvet mesquite- Prosopis velutina
desert willow- Chilopsis linearis
Arizona perennial cotton- Gossypium

thurberi

burrobrush- Hymenoclea monogyra
quailbush- Atriplex lentiformis
deergrass- Muhlenberhia rigens

Existing mesoriparian habitat

90 ft.

Fremont cottonwood- Populus fremontii
Gooding willow- Salix gooddingii
netleaf hackberry- Celtis reticulata
Arizona ash- Fraxinus velutina
Design Application
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Riparian floodplain habitat zones
The section drawing below shows the riparian habitat
zones. The existing habitat, which requires the most
water, occurs next to the streambed where it will get
flooded most frequently. As the plants get further away
from the streambed, they are less frequently flooded and

A

basin

12’
paved trail

desert upland
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berm for flood
protection

therefore are more drought-tolerant. The section also
shows the paved trail acting as a flood reinforcement
berm as well as the incorporated rainwater catchment
areas.

catchment area

transition zone
secondary floodplain

basin

6’ unpaved
trail

mesquite
bosque

A
A’

A’
existing
mesoriparian

primary floodplain

streambed

active channel

left bank floodplain
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Microcatchments
Microcatchments capture and use rain that falls on the
soil surface. Microcatchments are specially contoured
areas with slopes and berms that increase runoff from
rain, and concentrate its flow into small depressions
distributing its use (Bainbridge, 2002.) They are
inexpensive, simple to construct and are generally
good for leaching salts since they rely on rainwater.
However, because they rely on rainwater, they only work
if it rains. Therefore, it is a good idea to incorporate
microcatchments in conjunction with other irrigation
that will keep plant alive during critical dry months. In
this design, the microcatchment would be irrigated
using a golf course sprinkler retrofit with buried pipe or
hose. These areas would be planted with tree and shrub
seedlings and seeded.

slope less
than 5%

berms

depression

typical catchment in plan view

tree base should
sit above low
point of basin

slope less
than 5%

typical catchment in section
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not to scale

Riparian floodplain irrigation & flooding
Restoration Irrigation

but not for longer term irrigation needs. This method is
inexpensive, uses very little water, and has high survival
rates (Bainbridge, 2002).

Some methods of restoration irrigation in arid climates
revealed a handful of promising techniques that work
well in establishing plants yet use very little irrigation. A
huge advantage in revegetating a former golf course is
Deep pipe irrigation
its access to the City of Tucson’s reclaimed water supply
and existing irrigation system. One of the limiting factors
Similar to the porous hose method, this method uses
on most restoration sites is the lack of availability of
vertical pipe to convey irrigation water deep into the root
water for irrigation of new plantings. Another potential
zone. This method has proven to be much more efficient
benefit is that Pima County has an allotment of water
than surface drip irrigation and helps plants develop a
set aside for restoration projects. This area being a
much more extensive root system.
priority riparian habitat, according to the Sonoran Desert Pipes connected to an irrigation system can be fitted
Conservation Plan, would be a worthy project to use
with drip emitters and use 1/2” pipe. At sites being
some of that water. Because this site has an accessible
hand watered, 2” pipe is used. Pipe can also be laid
and potentially affordable water supply, it would be
horizontally , 6-12 inches deep and up to 66 ft. long at a
an excellent site for Pima County and the University of
gentle slope angle.
Arizona to do research on restoration irrigation and water Advantages to this method include reduced evaporation,
usage in arid environments. Of the methods researched,
better weed control, use of simple materials and can
the porous hose method and deep pipe methods seemed be used in situations where sediment in the water may
most appropriate for this site.
otherwise clog the system. The pipes can be collected
and reused once plants are established (Bainbridge,
Porous hose irrigation
2002).
With this type of irrigation, a piece of porous hose (or
soaker hose) is placed vertically into the ground and
used to wet the soil. The hose can be connected to a
water bottle, tank or irrigation system. This system works
well for deep root growth. The hose breaks down after
2-3 years so it is good for just getting plants established
Design Application
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Sprinkler System Retrofit
Because the site already has an existing irrigation system,
reusing the pipes whenever possible would be a priority.
Because many areas will need some grading work,
the retrofit may not be possible in all areas of the golf
course. For the areas with more shrubs and grasses, it is
recommended that the pipe be laid horizontally . Either
the porous hose or perforated pipe could be used. For
areas with trees, it is recommended that the deep pipe
method connected to drip irrigation be used.

old sprinkler
6-12”
gentle slope
porous hose or
perforated pipe

main line

retrofit of golf course sprinkler system
not to scale
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wire mesh to
keep critters
out

main line

pipe open at
both ends with
perforations

water getting to
root zone

vertically placed deep pipe irrigation system
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Flooding
Another concern when rehabilitating the floodplain is
flooding in Tanque Verde Wash. The wash does not
flood above the riparian habitat in most rain events. A
small berm under the existing riparian habitat keeps
most of the water from entering the golf course. Finding
areas where that berm could have inlets to the golf
course area would help the wash get access to the flood
area more frequently. The more area that is flooded,
the more water is infiltrated and therefore available to
the plants. However, maintaining flood protection for
the neighborhood in big storm events is a priority. As
a precaution, the paved trail that borders the riparian
habitat also functions as a large berm or shelf providing
flood protection for the neighborhood. Also, within
the inclusion of basins and vegetation, the area should
function much like a big sponge to provide additional
flood protection.
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The Bird Blind
The bird blind area is intended to be a quiet area where
people can go to look for birds and wildlife. Likely,
the area will be alive with a variety of bird species,
especially in the morning and during migration seasons.
The bird blind structure was designed to be a natural yet
elegant feature that allows air to circulate through it while
still screening the movement of people behind it. The
bird blind also includes a feature where silhouettes of
bird species on the translucent roof are projected onto
the floor when the sun shines through. Various raptor
and bird species could be displayed that correlate to an
interpretive element below.
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Stormwater Park
Stormwater Park is a centrally located gathering area
and passive recreation park. The park functions as
a large floodplain with several shallow stormwater
basins that collect water in large flood events. On
the surface, the park functions as an amphitheater for
large gatherings and a quiet garden park during nonevent periods. During larger flood events, the walkway
through the center of the park functions as a bridge
where one can watch the basins fill and flow under the
walkway. Separating the park from the main wash is a
habitat berm offering a more natural scenic view for the
rest of the park.
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Floodwater harvesting
Water harvesting can be defined as the collection of
run-off for productive purposes. These purposes may
include irrigation, storage, groundwater infiltration or
remediation. Instead of stormwater being left to cause
erosion and pollution in washes downstream, this
design harvests and utilizes it. In arid environments,
water harvesting is a constructive form of soil and water
conservation (Critchley, 1991).

new row houses shallow basins sediment basin
rock rundown

basins for run-off
from development
picnic area &
gardens

Paved path to
main wash
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foot bridge
rock baffle
buffalo grass
ampitheater seating
shaded pathway &
seating
berm separating
channels

Birdseye
Illustrated in the drawing below is the relationship
between the floodplain detention basins and the
original wash channel. Separated by a wide berm, the
stormwater basins are shallow and flat while the wash
channel remains untouched and natural. The stormwater
detention park acts as the floodplain when the wash
floods above its active banks.

Also visible in the drawing is the stepped turf
amphitheater, a concept of the new row-style housing, a
decorative shaded walkway to the habitat island and the
12 ft. paved pathway that runs throughout the site.

floodwater storage

main wash
channel
habitat berm
basin floodplain
channel
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Diversion encouragment
Rock baffle
The intention of a baffle in stream restoration is to steer the
current of a river in one way or another. Generally, it is
used to steer the water away from an eroding bank. In
this case, the baffle is used to direct some of the water
back to its floodplain and into a series of basins. By
using large boulders or potentially large wood picket

posts, only natural materials end up in the streambed. In
case of failure, the watercourse is not littered with difficult
to remove or dangerous debris. The natural materials
become part of the river and add to the resilience of the
structure.

flow

length = 1 1/2 x bank width
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Rock rundown
A rock rundown is a structure made in the streambed that
functions to prevent erosion and undercutting. The rocks
serve to slow runoff, increase soil moisture, and recruit
vegetation (Sponholtz, 2010). The area where rock
rundowns are installed should be seeded with native
species to encourage native growth and discourage
invasives. For this design, a rock rundown is used where

last row buried so water doesn’t pick
up enough speed to undercut

the water from the main channel enters the series of
basins. In this case, it is used to slow the water down and
prevent erosion from starting in an area otherwise prone
to erosion.

section view
not to scale
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one rock dam
slows water
coming in

Stormwater surface basins
The series of detention basins consist
of many shallow basins. This is
because many small and shallow
basins infiltrate more water in a
shorter period of time than one large
basin. In the design of the park,
the basins also utilize the water for
vegetation. The first basins to receive
the water use the most water and
can take the most turbulence. The
basins further down and less likely
to receive water in smaller storm
events contain more drought tolerant
species. Each basin fills before
spilling over through an outlet in the
rock wall into the next basin.

outlet

plan view
not to scale

last row buried
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basin series long section view
not to scale

one rock dam
slows water
coming in

wide & even
infiltration of water

It is important that the basins have flat bottoms as this
allows for more infiltration of water over a greater area.
As seen in the diagrams below, the deep rounded basin
concentrates all of the water in one place. However, the

flat-bottomed basin infiltrates water over a much greater
area even though the basin may hold the same amount
of water.

subtle outlet

basin cross section view - correct
not to scale

basin cross section view - incorrect
not to scale

flat bottom
wide & even infiltration

small infiltration
area
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Floodwater storage system
The section below shows a
potential design for a floodwater
storage system to be located
below the ground surface of the
park. When the first surface basin
fills, the stormwater then spills into an
underground catchment basin. The
floodwater then enters a second
basin where larger sediment particles
are filtered and eventually fills a
number of storage containers where
the water can be stored and pumped
for irrigation during drier seasons. An
option exists to include below ground
containers with permeable bottoms
in order to help expedite infiltration
during flood events. Once the
system is full of water, an overflow
discharges excess water back out
to the surface basins and eventually
back to the main wash (based on a
drawing by Grant McCormick).
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floodwater
inlet

stormwater
catchbasin

surface
basins

sedimentation
(accessible for periodic
cleaning)

pumped for irrigatio
during dry periods

on

overflow
retained for infiltration
permeable tank bottom
percolation into soil

bleed-off back to basins

water storage
pumped for irrigation
during dry periods
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Tributary washes

There are 3 main areas where runoff coming into the
washes from adjacent roads and neighborhoods is
causing increased erosion. The green circles in the
photographs below show areas where incision is starting
to occur. The design recommendation for these areas

would be to build a series of Zuni bowls, which dissipate
energy from the incoming stormwater. Following each
Zuni bowl is a one rock dam. The one rock dam will also
help to increase roughness and slow the water down as
well as retain sediment and encourage soil moisture and

incision
basins

Increased runoff
and velocity due to
Tanque Verde Road
causing erosion
where it enters the
wash

Increased runoff
and velocity coming
from caul-de-sacs
causing erosion
downstream
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incision

vegetation growth. By raising the level of the streambed
a little and slowing down the water, the washes will
begin to heal themselves by retaining moisture, support
more plant growth and provide more habitat.

zuni bowls
one rock dams
Increased runoff and velocity
due to Tanque Verde Road

200 ft.

reference reach

incision
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Energy dissipation & prevention of soil loss
zuni bowls

long section view

Developed by Bill Zeedyk and the people of the Zuni
pueblo, Zuni bowls are incision control structures
composed of rock lined plunge pools that dissipate
energy of the incoming stormwater. The structure
converts the single drop of an eroding incision into a
128

not to scale

series of smaller steps. Zuni bowls help to maintain soil
moisture encouraging the establishment of protective
vegetation (Sponholtz, 2010).

one rock dam
A one rock dam is a grade control structure built using a
single layer of rock on the bed of the channel. One rock
dams function by slowing the flow of water, increasing
roughness, capturing sediment and encouraging
vegetation. Over time, the structure will gradually raise
the bed level. These structures also function as passive
water harvesting structures. The single layer of rock
works as a mulch that increases soil moisture, infiltration
and plant growth (Sponholtz, 2010).

make sure banks
are protected

incorrect
section view
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The tributary washes that run throughout the
neighborhood, overall, were in decent shape compared
to many similar neighborhoods. This is probably due
to many factors including the fact that there is not much
development upstream. Also, the neighborhood lacks
curbs allowing runoff from streets to be directed to and
absorbed into yards. The neighborhood also lacks the
extensive fencing found in many other neighborhoods
allowing stormwater runoff to spread more freely. Many
of the washes have Bermuda grass that has spread
The decision was made not to incorporate developed
trails along the washes. First, because the washes
are dry almost all of the time, the streambeds already
function as a network of dirt trails. Second, without
acquiring significant easements from homeowners
along the washes in order to locate the trail far enough
away from the streambed, a paved pathway next to the
streambed would adversely affect the stream function
and the structure of the trail.
from the golf course, which helps to reinforce the banks.
However, the washes lack much other vegetation.
The design recommendation would be to destroy
the Bermuda grass with the rest of the golf course,
meanwhile reseeding with native grasses and shrubs.
Remaining dead plant material can remain as erosion
control until seeded plants are established.
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Main street market
The central market area is the social heart of the
neighborhood. Functioning much like the town square
in a small town, the central market area is a multi-use
space surrounded by commercial, mixed-use buildings.
The anchor of the park is the central market. Intended
to be much like the Time Market or Rincon Markets
of central Tucson, it would be somewhat like a highend convenience store complete with deli and coffee
shop. The outdoor space may function as an outdoor

mixed use
buildings
multi-use
covered space
shaded grove
seating
small market
100 ft.
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eating area for the market on most days but may also
be used for a farmer’s market or special events such as
organized fitness events, craft fairs or cultural events. The
surrounding mixed-use buildings would be a combination
of commercial/retail spaces, residential apartments,
offices and potentially a small hotel or pension.

the market would offer similar products and services to the
Rincon Market in Central Tucson
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Sonoran row-style housing
Adjacent to the central market area is a new
development comprised of Sonoran row style housing.
Inspired by the architecture of historic downtown Tucson
and the updated version of the Mercado District, the
development adds density with style and a touch
of history. Currently, the neighborhood is very low
density with homes on very large parcels of land. In
conjunction with the redevelopment of this community,
it is recommended that the zoning of parcels in this
multiple size & flexible
housing units

neighborhood be changed to allow for the
building of bungalow units or guest houses.
Trends in housing reveal a demand for multigenerational housing. With the aging population
of this community, the opportunity to build another
residence on the property could provide a
good option while increasing the density of the
neighborhood. Increasing the density not only
creates revenue from development but it also
eases the demand for new developments on
untouched land outside of the city.

central courtyards
shaded sidewalks

shared open space
open space areas
function as stormwater
detention basins

200 ft.
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The dog park
parking
shaded sitting
areas
fenced dog
areas
12 ft. paved trail

stormwater
detention turf area

One of the former holes of the golf course has been
converted into a large dog park. Located in a central
area, the dog park is within walking distance for most
residents of the community. Parking has also been
included for residents of neighboring communities. There
are 2 fenced dog areas so that use may be rotated
to provide for turf recovery. Ample shade has been
provided for dog owners and a large stormwater
detention turf area is provided for well-behaved dogs to
play fetch off leash. Many dog parks in the Tucson area
allow the turf to go dormant in the winter without overseeding. It is recommended that this area do the same in
order to conserve resources.

shaded
picnic area
parking
200 ft.
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Fitness center & sport facilities
The fitness center remains in the existing building in this
plan but many new additions have been incorporated.
The existing building once also hosted the golf pro-shop
and restaurant. The restaurant and bar will now join the
central market commercial area so that the fitness center
may be expanded. A new building accommodating

new olympic
size pool
new building

tennis courts

shaded
playground

shaded basketball courts

additional
parking

existing
building
parking
structure

to disc golf
course
shaded
spectator
areas

2 baseball
fields
additional
parking
2 sunken
soccer fields
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to Stormwater Park

500 ft.

more expansion and new racquetball courts has also
been included. An Olympic size swimming pool, tennis
courts, 2 shaded basketball courts, 2 baseball and 2
soccer fields have also been added. The ball fields
also act as stormwater detention areas and will be
graded so that they not only hold stormwater but also
provide slightly elevated views for surrounding spectators.
Abundant parking and shaded areas have been
provided for year round use. Playgrounds and waiting
sloped soccer field edges create a water harvesting basin
areas for families involved in the organized sports have
and good spectator views
also been included.
It is assumed that the fitness center and ball fields would
become city or county owned or perhaps run by a nonprofit with an affordable fee per use system, much like
a YMCA. The fitness center will have plenty of space to
offer special programs and events such as after school
recreation and summer camps.
shaded playground areas provide year round access to
recreation for smaller children

shaded basketball courts offer year round use and may be
lighted for use in the evening as well
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Disc golf & multi-use areas
parking at both ends
picnic area under large
existing gum trees

large grassy hill with
shaded areas

12’ paved trail

existing mesquite
bosque picnic area

stormwater detention
turf area

parking

6’ unpaved trails

The disc golf course consists of 18-holes on 4 previous holes of the former
golf course. The holes are laid out so that multi-use areas may be utilized
while disc golf is being played. Parking is located at both ends of the course
so that one may begin play at either side of the course. The terrain of the
course consists of primarily reestablished desert scrub. Stormwater basins
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shaded picnic
area

200 ft.

parking

have been incorporated near the washes and will consist
of more flood tolerant species adding variety to the
terrain composition. Large existing mesquite bosques
exist at the 5th pole hole as well as along the 9th and
10th holes adding variety and challenge to the course.
Turf areas have been incorporated throughout the project
to provide multi-use recreational spaces within walking
distance of most homes in the neighborhood. These
areas can be used for anything from playing catch to tai
chi to slack lining. The large turf area labeled the grassy
hill was kept for its impressive slope and potential as a
children’s play area.

slack lining is a popular activity often seen in multiple use
recreation areas of parks

disc golf courses can be incorporated into a variety of settings
including rehabilitated Sonoran desert landscaping

tai chi is a popular activity that attracts older adults to parks
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The grassy hill multiple use area
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Outdoor yoga center
The outdoor yoga center is a design concept that
introduces a potential opportunity for a public-private
partnership. With the growing popularity of yoga and
the desire for many people to practice in outdoor spaces,
this area provides a unique area for yoga practice. The
center is comprised of a series of a series of yurt-like
areas and raised walkways in the midst of the riparian
habitat. The yurt walls are able to open up when the
weather permits or close when the weather is less
desirable. An uncovered platform open to the public
as well as an office, changing room area could also be
included.

Because this area is near one of the main access points
to the habitat area, a public picnic area has been
placed nearby and the existing golf course restrooms
have been retained.

parking
unpaved trails
and paved trails
to riparian and
birding area

yoga huts
picnic area
12’ paved trail
connecting to
future Tanque
Verde wash trail
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existing
restrooms
200 ft.

shaded outdoor areas for yoga practice
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Bouldering & BMX park area
Nestled in the shade of the existing eucalyptus trees
is the bouldering park. Bouldering is a style of rock
climbing that doesn’t use ropes and is limited to short
climbs with a padded surface below. Bouldering parks
are becoming popular attractions in cities where rock
climbing is popular. The bouldering park will consist of
artificial boulders with areas for varying ability levels.
An easy introduction area for kids will be provided
alongside more difficult bouldering areas for experienced
adults allowing recreational fun for the whole family.
With the National Outdoor Leadership School (NOLS)
Southwest Branch located within walking distance of the
neighborhood, the bouldering park is sure to get regular

bouldering park

use. The option to include top-rope rock climbing and
make it a for-profit private business also exists.
Sharing the park and restroom access is the BMX park
(bicycle motorcross). The BMX park will consist of inline

parking & restrooms

new development

200 ft.
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existing
eucalyptus
trees

stormwater
detention turf area

BMX area

playground shaded picnic area
area

starts and series of earthen jumps. Areas at the start of
each run will consist of tree shade for the participants
and a shaded observation area will be provided for
spectators. The option to charge a fee and make the
BMX park a for-profit business also exists.

A stormwater detention turf area for mixed-use, a
playground and picnic area have been intermixed with
the bouldering and BMX parks due to the fact that these
activities attract whole families and likely children of all
ages.

example of a small bouldering park in Jackson Hole, WY

a popular bouldering area in Central Park, New York City

example of a small BMX park that could be incorporated into
the park

a bigger climbing wall could be incorporated and fees
charged if necessary
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The community farm
The farm is designed to be an agricultural area open to
the public. Growing productive, bountiful vegetable
gardens in Tucson is challenging, especially without the
excessive use of resources. Therefore, the idea for the
farm is that it could resemble a non-profit, a COOP or a

non-profit or CSA
beds
community garden
beds
shade structures
green houses

office, shed,
restrooms
parking
200 ft.
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CSA staffed by people who
know the best way to grow
crops in arid environments.
The farm would make
available several community
garden plots for residents
of the neighborhood who
wish to participate. The farm
also includes shaded areas,
greenhouses, fruit trees and
an office/shed building.

example of a community garden that is part of Civano, a
master planned community in Tucson.

greenhouses could be part of the community farm in order to
offer year-round growing options
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Phasing

A project of this size and scope would take sveral years
to fully implement. The turf removal alone would take
a full warm season. Implementation of the hardscape
design, retrofitting the irrigation system and begining

Existing

to build facilities could also begin the first year. By
the second year, planting and seeding could start
but it would take at least a few years for plants to get
established and the project to take shape.

Year 1

Turf removal, irrigation retrofit, catchment
grading, hardscape and start of built facilities
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Year 2

Planting and seeding

Years 3-4

Plant establishment, continued development
of built facilities
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Conclusion
In conclusion, the redesign of this master planned
community attempts to offer feasible ideas for how we
might begin to rethink these defunct golf courses in a way
that offers benefits to the community and the ecosystem.
However, for a project such as this to come to fruition,
several items would need to be investigated further. First
of all, it would be essential that the community members
participate in the design process. Many assumptions
were made on behalf of the community in the process of
coming up with this plan. Unfortunately, it was not within
the scope of the project to involve the community in what
is now a hypothetical project. Also, a more thorough
site analysis including topographic surveys, soil samples
analysis and irrigation system placement and condition
may have altered the design outcomes. Finally, many
of the design concepts should be consulted with experts
in various fields. For example, biologists, hydrologist
and geomorphologists would be consulted in the design
of the habitat and wash areas. While much research
was done in the design process of this project, it was
apparent that the best resource would have been a
team of designers and experts with experience in similar
projects to consult with. Yet, landscape architects have
the unique ability and skillset to design a holistic and
resilient outcome that includes the site in its context and
considers what is best for not only the people but also
the long-term health of the ecosystem.
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“Is what you are trying to do, in the way you are trying to do it, going
to diminish life or is it going to embrace, protect and restore life?”
-Keith Bowers of Biohabitats
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